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Leaders  for the GLobaL 
Common Good 
work at the highest level of professional competency 
in all areas of law, business, and public policy. they 
not only do things right; they do the right thing. 
these leaders use the privilege of their education and 
position to solve our world’s complex problems and 
















Dear alumni and friends,
We live in interesting times. The past three years 
have been turbulent ones for higher education 
and for the legal profession. When I began my 
tenure as dean in 2009 amid steep economic 
challenges for our state and nation, I asked that 
we seek not to “just hold on” but to gain momen-
tum so that we could really soar once we found 
smoother air. I am not sure that our air is going to 
be smooth any time soon, but we are accomplish-
ing a great deal together. Thank you for all that 
you do to fuel our momentum. 
Much of our progress is due to our spirit of innova-
tion. While our 113-year history is a distinguished 
one, we cannot rest upon our past successes al-
though we rightly celebrate them. We see the ma-
jor structural changes underway in our profession 
as opportunities to better serve society. Our world 
craves the leadership that our graduates provide 
in all areas of law, business, and public service. We 
are constantly refining our program of education 
to provide students with the tools for success in 
today’s complex global environment.
Our efforts are paying off. This fall we welcomed 
an enormously talented entering class of 176 new 
students selected from 2,900 applications. Our 
volume of applicants rose by over 10% this year 
even though nationwide it declined by an aver-
age of over 12%. We also welcomed well over 
100 new graduate law students — many of whom 
are already lawyers in another country — who are 
pursuing LL.M. or Ph.D. degrees. 
We will continue to look for innovative ways to 
advance the quality and the reputation of our pro-
gram. Our faculty is working hard to expand their 
influence on pressing issues of the day through 
their scholarship and research. We are expanding 
opportunities for students to gain a wide range 
of critical skills — not only in the traditional areas 
of legal reasoning but also in increasingly impor-
tant areas of leadership development, project 
management, scientific and technological literacy, 
quantitative and financial analysis skills, and ad-
vanced skills in legal writing/drafting, counseling 
and negotiations, and advocacy. Our efforts will 
better assist graduates in making a successful 
transition from student to highly competent legal 
professional in an increasingly competitive and 
demanding market.
As our profession continues to evolve, we are also 
seeking ways to engage in dialogue with our many 
constituents about the “new normal.” For instance, 
WSBA Executive Director Paula Littlewood and 
I presented a first in a series of Web chats on 
October 2, 2012 regarding the legal profession. 
For the full transcript, visit www.wsba.org. Paula 
and I are planning a Town Hall on November 29, 
2012 at the WSBA CLE Center. Visit our Web site 
for more details.
In the meantime, you can be sure that UW Law will 
not rest easy on its past success; we will remain 
ever mindful that we must prepare our graduates 
for our collective future. Enjoy this issue celebrat-
ing innovation. Our 2011-2012 Report to Donors is 
also included, and I remain grateful for your gen-
erous support of our mission and our programs.
M e s s a g e  f r o M  t h e  D e a n
Kellye Y. Testy
Dean, UW School of Law
James W. Mifflin University Professor
WSBa ExEcutivE DirEctor Paula littlEWooD 
With DEan KEllyE tESty
Learning and innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of success is to 
think that what you did yesterday will be sufficient for tomorrow. 
William Pollard
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in 1969, teruo Doi, a visiting Japanese professor, 
taught the first intellectual Property (iP) law 
course at uW law. Decades later, his contribution 
within the asian and comparative law Program 
would evolve into a full-blown, internationally 
recognized iP research institute and  
educational program.
the center for advanced Study and research 
on intellectual Property (caSriP), the brainchild 
of leading u.S. patent scholar Donald chisum, 
has undergone many transformations since its 
inception in the 1980s. from a non-Governmental 
organization (nGo) to a uW-integrated Summer 
institute and research goliath, caSriP has evolved 
as an iP law program that is shaping the worldwide 
iP system. this year — its 20th anniversary — we 
salute the founders, faculty, alumni and students 
of caSriP for their many years of innovation.
the center’s first incarnation was as a non-
profit association with a focus on problems in 
high technology patents and other intellectual 
property ownership rights. Professor chisum 
wanted caSriP to qualify for nGo status so he 
and his associates could attend meetings held 
at the World intellectual Property organization 
(WiPo) — a specialized un agency — and watch 
the law take shape.
“Substantive patent harmonization was the origin 
and raison d’etre of caSriP in its early days,” 
explained chisum’s protégé and caSriP’s first 
deputy director, Al Tramposch ’86. “under the 
umbrella of caSriP, Don and i began attending 
the meetings in Geneva that drafted a major treaty 
on Substantive Patent harmonization (the “Plt” or 
Patent law treaty).” 
20th 
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WiPo’s committee of experts discussed issues 
of the “first-to-file” system and the 12-month 
grace period — both remain hot topics in 
today’s iP law. chisum and tramposch stood as 
caSriP representatives at the 1991 Diplomatic 
conference of WiPo Member States in the 
hague, netherlands.
a year later, chisum’s program joined forces with 
the law school, and caSriP became part of the 
university of Washington’s School of law. the law 
school hired Mike townsend to teach copyright 
and trademark law and serve as associate Director 
for caSriP. the Summer institute was first offered 
in 1994 over a three-week period. later it was 
reduced to two-and-a-half-weeks, but offered  
the same intensive summer courses on u.S.  
patent law (from procurement to enforcement)  
to international students, and hosted a high  
tech Summit. 
caSriP’s expansion wouldn’t have been possible 
without the help of toshiko takenaka, then a uW 
law newcomer. the Japanese patent attorney 
joined the law school in 1989 to study under 
chisum and hone her iP knowledge, but stuck 
around to teach and help chisum direct the center 
after receiving her Ph.D. in comparative law three 
years later. 
Professor takenaka’s dedication to caSriP 
ultimately meant the program’s survival when 
chisum, her mentor and the center’s lifeblood, left 
uW for a job at Santa clara university in 1996.
“i thought that people came to study at caSriP 
only because of Professor chisum,” takenaka 
recalled of the program’s uncertain fate. 
“fortunately, Professor Martin adelman at George 
Washington university law School and Judge 
randall rader came to rescue me by offering to 
teach.”
not only was takenaka able to sustain caSriP’s 
programming, she improved it. the professor, 
and now sole director, strengthened the Summer 
institute by inviting speakers from the united 
States Patent and trademark office (uSPto), 
other law schools and fellow attorneys to teach 
courses during the advanced second week. 
other faculty and staff also pitched in, including 
Professor Sean o’connor as associate Director, 
lecturer signe naeve ‘00, as assistant then 
associate, Director, and Kris lee, assistant 
Director. takenaka worked to attract new students 
and sponsors by publishing free newsletters 
and publications about caSriP’s work. She also 
amplified caSriP’s global presence by inviting law 
leaders from all over the world, including Japan, 
the Eu, china, india, Eastern Europe and africa, to 
attend the center’s educational programs.
DEan KEllyE tESty, caSriP GraDuatE tatra Mary MuShEShE 
anD Prof. toShiKo taKEnaKa
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20th Anniversary of CASRIP, continued
Don’t miss out  
on UW School of Law news, events and updates
Want to stay up-to-date with uW School of law? Don’t wait for the next issue of the 
magazine — find all the information you need online. We’re on linkedin (search for 
university of Washington School of law), facebook (uW School of law), and twitter  
(@uWSchooloflaw). connect with us and your fellow alumni!
thanks to her efforts and the continued support 
of the Seed iP law Group, christensen o’connor 
Johnson Kindness, finnegan henderson, lexwell 
Partners and texas instruments, the center 
flourished without its founder.
“i am very happy and proud of the service to the 
community provided through caSriP and the 
iP ll.M.,” takenaka said. “We have educated 
more than 500 iP professionals. Many of them are 
playing a very important role in shaping up the 
worldwide iP system.”
today, caSriP’s contribution to global iP law 
is immeasurable. in its 20 years, the center 
has taught the world’s top iP practitioners and 
attracted international attention. its programming 
(and takenaka’s vision) inspired a nine-month iP 
ll.M. program at uW law, ultimately providing 
the backbone to the school’s law, technology, 
and arts Group. Whatever the future holds for iP 
law, caSriP is sure to remain at the forefront of 
innovation in the field. 
Editor’s Note:  For additional photographs from this  
year’s High Technolog y Summit and CASRIP, please  
visit the Multimedia Photo Gallery on our Web site  
www.law.washington.edu/Photos.
Prof. taKEnaKa, 2012 caSriP GraDuatE KatSuhiSa 
yaMazaKi, SiGnE naEvE (aSSociatE DirEctor, laW, 
tEchnoloGy & artS GrouP) anD KriS lEE (aSSiStant 
















top members of the intellectual Property rights 
(iPr) tribunal of the Supreme People’s court (SPc) 
of china visited the law school this summer to 
share and exchange iP research with uW schol-
ars. hosted by caSriP, chief Justice xiangjun 
Kong and five of his associates — Judge rong 
li, Judge yan fang Wang, Judge xiaobai yu, 
Judge Shengzu zhang and Judge li zhu (pictured 
on page 6) — attended various functions of the 
Summer institute, participated in conferences and 
collected research during their three-week stay  
for china’s ongoing efforts to support iP creation 
and protection. 
the SPc is the highest appellate court in china, as 
well as the highest supervising body over the trial 
practices of lesser courts. as such, the SPc divides 
its case load by delegating them to multiple, 
thematic tribunals: criminal, civil, administrative. 
the iPr tribunal was created in 1996, five 
years before china became a member of the 
World intellectual Property organization. the 
nation’s iP law has developed rapidly since then, 
largely influenced by the signing of additional 
international treaties. today, chief Justice Kong 
and his associates handle all of the country’s 
trademark, copyright and patent appeals from 
high courts.
“the number of cases of intellectual property is 
probably the most in the world,” Kong said.  
the chief Justice shared this insider knowledge 
of the SPc and its judiciary functions in a keynote 
address at caSriP’s high tech Summit, marking 
both the 20th anniversary of the research center 
and Kong’s first English-language speech. 
IPR Tribunal of the Supreme 
People’s Court Visits UW Law
But the audience members weren’t the only ones 
learning in the exchange. a large draw for the 
justices’ visit was the opportunity to interface with 
uW’s top iP researchers, namely caSriP’s direc-
tor, toshiko takenaka. as china’s judiciary faces a 
huge influx of iP litigation and a backlog of patent 
applications at the State intellectual Property office 
(SiPo), the iPr tribunal is working on judicial inter-
pretations of patent and copyright infringement to 
better fulfill the population’s needs. that’s where 
takenaka’s research comes in.
“a lot of the problems we’re encountering have 
already been encountered by other countries,” Kong 
explained. “therefore when we study other countries’ 
cases — how the decision comes down, what the 
trends are — it will be very helpful for our country.”
chiEf JuSticE xianGJun KonG
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IPR Tribunal of the Supreme People’s Court Visits UW Law, continued
takenaka’s publications are in particular demand 
by the judges because of their international 
nature. unlike most other u.S.-based scholars, she 
researches iP law beyond american borders. She’s 
published studies on European and Japanese 
legal systems, which are often more relatable to 
china’s concerns.
“[We] want to learn across borders, and not just 
from a single country,” Kong said of the oversatu-
ration of american-centric research. “[So finding] 
Professor takenaka’s studies and research within 
this comparative law left a very big impression.”
the two first met in february 2011, when Kong 
visited uW law for the first time to do a public 
presentation. afterward, the chief justice and 
the professor sat tête-à-tête for a “scholarly 
conversation and an intellectual exchange,” 
translated with the assistance of alumna and Ph.D. 
candidate, Amy Zhe Peng. 
their collaboration has been productive. in June 
2012, both Kong and takenaka chaired ses-
sions in a Judicial conference co-sponsored by 
caSriP, SPc and Jiangsu high People’s court on 
iP Protection in the information age in nanjing, 
china, alongside 20 local judges. the confer-
ence presented an opportunity for the judges to 
engage in lively discussions with select uW law 
faculty members and invited experts from the u.S., 
Germany and Japan. takenaka, Bob Gomulkiewicz 
and Signe naeve gave presentations on online 
Patent liability (takenaka); iP licensing in the 
Software industry and copyright and trade Secret 
Protection of Software (Gomulkiewicz); and online 
trademark infringement (naeve). chief Judge 
randall rader from the u.S. court of appeals for 
the federal circuit, chief Judge toshiaki iimura, 
iP high court of Japan, Judge Margaret McKe-
own from the u.S. court of appeals for the 9th 
circuit, and distinguished scholars from Germany 
presented a variety of internet-related iP topics. 
Professor Dongsheng zang, Director of chinese 
legal Studies at uW asian law center,  also at-
tended the conference.
the discussions started there have spilled across 
the Pacific during the visit, and the conclusions 
derived will be of great consequence. SPc is given 
the power of binding judicial interpretation. once 
it is adopted and announced by SPc’s judicial 
committee, it must be observed by all courts in 
china henceforth. chief Justice Kong and his 
tribunal are working on such an interpretation 
concerning judicial protection of online copyright.
the Justices wrapped up their time at the uW 
with a roundtable Discussion of online copyright 
infringement on august 9. Delegates from the 
uSPto, u.S. copyright office and u.S. chamber 
of commerce came from Washington, D.c. to 
share their views with the judges with respect to 
copyright infringement. they discussed iP issues 
facing china today including internet Service 
Provider (iSP) third party liability for subscriber 
copyright infringement. they also submitted their 
drafted judicial interpretation of online copyright 
infringement for comment to the scholars pres-
ent, including uW law’s own professors. SPc is 
planning to publish a judicial opinion on patent 
infringement and asked uW to co-sponsor another 
judicial conference for SPc and regional iP judges 
next year. 
With this act of intellectual and international col-
laboration, uW faculty were given an opportunity 
to influence the future of china’s iP laws. their 
expert comments will impact the Justices’ inter-
pretation and thus the legal innovation of a whole 
















after six years at the helm of the center for 
advanced Study and research on intellectual 
Property (caSriP), Professor toshiko takenaka 
wanted to expand the reach of the iP law 
curriculum. So she began playing with the idea 
of a yearlong iP ll.M. program. “i wanted the 
program to be the first program on the West 
coast,” takenaka recalled. “i believed in [its] 
potential.” this year, we celebrate the 10th 
anniversary of that idea’s fruition — one of the 
nation’s premier intellectual Property law and 
Policy ll.M. programs.
She enlisted the help of associate Dean Patricia 
Kuszler to design an interdisciplinary program, 
relevant to iP lawyers in hot industries in the 
Pacific northwest, such as software and biotech. 
after years of planning, their vision was accepted 
by the graduate school in the spring of 2002.
the program wouldn’t be the success it is 
today without its first director, former Microsoft 
associate General counsel Bob Gomulkiewicz 
’87 (pictured above). he joined the faculty in 
autumn 2002, bringing ample iP experience 
with him. at Microsoft, Gomulkiewicz led the 
legal team supporting the development of major 
software products, such as Windows and office. 
he also served as chair of the uniform computer 
information transactions act (ucita) working 
group of the Business Software alliance. Before 
10th 
AnniversArY of 
iP LAw AnD PoLiCY LL.M.
Microsoft, Gomulkiewicz represented software 
developers and users at the Preston, Gates & 
Ellis (now K&l Gates) law firm, working on the 
famous Apple v. Microsoft case. he was also no 
stranger to uW law, having regularly taught a 
class on legal protection for software at the school 
and sometimes guest lectured for takenaka’s iP 
courses.
Guided by his experience, Gomulkiewicz led 
the development of a high-quality iP curriculum 
rooted in a balanced approach to practical and 
theoretical learning. Students began their studies 
with an intensive “boot camp” class called iP law 
core. the curriculum culminate in courses that 
take students into advanced topics and practical 
application, such as drafting license agreements 
and patent applications. a unique program 
requirement is a major research paper. in the 
10 years of the iP ll.M. program, more than 30 
student research papers have been published in 
law journals and two have been cited by courts. 
Externships and oxford-style tutorials also 
provide opportunities for students to learn iP law 
from different perspectives.
a number of other faculty and staff have been 
instrumental in building the program as well. Sean 
o’connor, who established the Entrepreneurial 
law clinic, served as associate Director and 
for a year as co-Director. Dan laster, a former 
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Microsoft associate General counsel, who led its 
copyright and trademark group, taught a number 
of key classes. in particular, o’connor and laster 
co-taught iP law core based on a unique, highly-
interactive teaching style. Gomulkiewicz also 
recruited signe naeve ’00 as assistant Director, 
now associate Director, to work with students on 
academic advising and career counseling. naeve’s 
role quickly expanded over time to include 
a significant amount of teaching, especially 
intellectual property legal-research-and-writing-
related courses. 
one of the hallmarks of the iP ll.M. education is 
the teaching of its outstanding adjunct professors, 
who provide a bridge between academics and 
the practice of law. “our adjunct professors are 
a ‘who’s who’ of the best iP lawyers in Seattle,” 
Gomulkiewicz said. “Since Seattle is one of the 
top iP producing regions in the world, our iP ll.M. 
students learn from some of the top iP lawyers in 
the world.”
that degree of quality has attracted students 
from every continent. Many arrive as experienced 
iP practitioners, joining the program to hone 
their skills. the Japanese Patent office regularly 
sends its top patent examiners, as does the Kim & 
chang law firm in Korea. american lawyers often 
use the program to change their area of specialty 
to iP law or to deepen their iP knowledge. 
after earning an ll.M. degree, many graduates 
return to positions of leadership. Some become 
professors. others join local industry juggernauts, 
filling positions at Microsoft, nintendo and 
other companies in critical need of skilled iP 
practitioners. no matter where the program 
graduates end up, they become the new 
generation of leaders in intellectual property law.
“there’s no better time in history and no better 
place in the world to study iP law than at uW 
law,” Gomulkiewicz said.
10th Anniversary of IP Law and Policy LL.M., continued
toP: SiGnE naEvE ’00, aSSociatE DirEctor of laW,  
tEchnoloGy & artS GrouP, in Sil lEE ’05 anD  
ProfESSor GoMulKiEWicz ‘87
MiDDlE: WEi-Mou yu, hSin-ta yu, anD hui-WEn hSuEh — 
all 2006 GraDS — With ProfESSor GoMulKiEWicz
BottoM: Patricia KuSzlEr, aSSociatE DEan for acaDEMic 















Scott David isn’t afraid of complicated. as new 
technologies and a constant deluge of information 
strain existing copyright laws, blurring the bounds 
of jurisdiction and ownership, most men want to 
run for the hills. not David.
“With all the phones and computers, what we’ve 
built is an interstate system with no traffic signs,” 
David said of the data stream. “We have the tools, 
not the rules. that’s a wonderful challenge.”
never at a loss for analogies and new ideas, David 
shows an excitement for the digital future that is 
palpable. So when he saw an opportunity to join 
the great minds innovating on international iP 
systems at uW law, applying was a no-brainer. as 
of this summer, David is the Executive Director of 
the law, technology & arts Group (lta) and there 
could hardly be a better fit.
With almost two decades as a partner at K&l 
Gates, multiple digital rights’ think-tank affiliations 
and a few art gallery exhibitions under his belt, 
David is well versed in all three disciplines of the 
lta umbrella. he specializes in iP and technology 
counseling, and his expertise has been recognized 
nationally and internationally. Whether it’s with 
the World Economic forum, identity commons or 
the open identity Exchange, David has frequently 
travelled abroad and to the White house to 
discuss issues of law and data with the iP world’s 
movers and shakers.
But David says he always knew he’d end up in 
academia. he’s been an external board member 
of the lta Journal since 2008 and had always 
wanted to step up his involvement.
“i ran professional development at K&l Gates for 
12 years,” he began. “i ran our first year program 
for four years. that taught me a lot about what 
students coming into law firms need, and what they 
know and don’t know. there’s continuity there. i’m 
moving my way down the chain towards people 
newer to the profession by being in the school.”
in addition to sustaining lta’s existing offerings, 
David hopes to add supplemental programs to 
better aid law students entering any job market.
“We have to create relevant resources,” he 
said. “there’s so much change going on in the 
profession. We have to pay attention and have our 
students leading.”
for David, the key to doing so is all a matter of 
interdisciplinary study. he looks to the business, 
engineering, computing and information schools 
for increased future collaboration and intends to 
make himself available to the students-at-large.
“i want to reach out to the broader student com-
munity because everybody is going to encounter 
law, technology and the arts,” he explained. if 
people in other degree programs have enough 
exposure to the law, they can act artfully in their 
regular professions after graduating.
 “i don’t know what it would look like to have 
office hours for the entire campus,” he chuckled. 
“But having exposure to different disciplines leads 
to greater understanding.”
ultimately, David wants to better legal education for 
the general population. he’s full of ideas for making 
digital law more comprehensible for the layman — 
like representing online data banks with Second life 
buildings, or standardizing privacy agreements with 
easy-to-read, food label-like formats. 
“We’re not just training students. We’re training 
teachers,” he said.
to David, the lta Group is the perfect place to 
incubate these cutting edge ideas and the leaders 
who’ll implement them. after all, caSriP and the 
iP ll.M. program have been innovating within the 
field for a long time.
“i couldn’t ask for a better starting point,” he 
concluded about his new position. “there’s no 
repair necessary. Maintenance and growth is the 
only thing.”
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“the way that the world was treating invention rights — a lot of 
lawsuits, monopolies on the manufacturing of an invention — wasn’t 
very effective,” Gorder explained. “We kind of had a common belief 
that it wasn’t being done as well as it should be.”
they saw the status quo of invention slowed by the product cycle and 
saddled by exclusivity. in the business world, inventions that didn’t lead 
to new features and functions of relevant commercialized products sat 
collecting dust, any other value ignored. in the legal world, ingenuity 
was bound by exclusive patent rights, locked away from the common 
good and market competition. 
Gorder, formerly a partner at Perkins coie, who specialized in  
high-technology, corporate and securities law and provided business 
and legal counsel to early stage technology companies, likens an 
invention to owning a piece of real estate. the patent is its property  
line and “no trespassing” sign. the owner may have built his dream 
home and would love to have guests over, but his rights are solely 
designed to keep people out. 
Gorder’s colleague, fellow uW law alumnus and patent attorney  
roy diaz ’02 calls this the “bad neighbor right.”
“you are only permitted to keep trespassers off your property,”  
Diaz said, continuing the analogy. “no inventor i’ve met has ever  
said that they were excited to exclude others. But in law, that’s the  
only actionable thing. Because of that, many aspects of intellectual 
property are viewed in a negative light.” 
the united States has over eight million patents issued to date. Most 
of them are not being commercialized. Gorder and the co-founders 
were tired of seeing these great ideas waste away in isolated mansions. 
instead they wanted to assemble the invention rights in one place, 
organize them and grant access to the knowledge to interested parties.
Twelve years ago the founders of Intellectual 
Ventures (IV) — Nathan Myhrvold and Edward Jung, 
both formerly of Microsoft, Peter Detkin, the one-
time head litigator at Intel and UW Law alumnus 
Greg Gorder ’85 — sat down to reinvent invention.
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“if you look at the exclusionary right differently, 
it’s an ability to charge rent,” Gorder said. 
“our invention rights are more like building an 
apartment and providing housing for a lot of 
different companies. By assembling packages of 
invention rights, we’re able to offer companies 
that are manufacturing in complex spaces access 
to the invention rights that they need, but might 
not otherwise have the ability to get.”
the world’s ideas have value, the co-founders 
agreed, and intellectual ventures would become 
their first-ever marketplace.
“until they founded this business, there really 
was no industry that was dedicated to monetizing 
intellectual properties separate from products,” 
confirmed uW alumna Lonnie rosenwald ’94, 
iv’s chief counsel of invention Science and 
Development. “nathan Myhrvold and Greg 
Gorder [helped] the world to see intellectual 
property as a marketable, tradable asset, more 
of a liquid asset just like real property or music or 
anything else that’s traded.”
launching a completely novel business practice 
required both courage and creativity. first iv had 
to stock its lending library of inventions. that took 
capital and the faith of friends and investors, like 
Bill Gates. the company set up three funds for 
its sourcing: the invention Science fund (iSf), the 
invention investment fund (iif) and the invention 
Development fund (iDf). the shorthand is Build, 
Buy, and Partner.
Buying up existing patents is the most self-
explanatory and capital-intensive company 
practice. iv pursues already-patented, but 
under-utilized ideas in areas of innovation relevant 
to the world’s technological development — 
telecommunications, software, health, security and 
the like — and purchases them.
Partnering with other invention-producing 
institutions, like universities and research labs, and 
then patenting their results for iv’s purposes is 
another method employed by the firm to optimize 
the use of patents. this fund is very active beyond 
the u.S. border.
“there is an enormous amount of inventive talent 
and highly-educated people in asia, Europe 
and australia,” rosenwald explained, “but the 
intellectual property and patenting structure 
over there [isn’t] as advanced as it is in the united 
States, so there’s a lot of opportunity to acquire 
inventions.”
iv finds those talents, invests in their work and then 
shares the profits of monetizing their inventions 
over time. Just bridging those partnerships requires 
its own measure of innovation.
“it’s not just the technology that’s new. the legal 
frameworks have to be invented, also,” said 
rosenwald, who handles those contracts. “the 
business itself is so new that you have to come 
up with business structures and legal agreements 






























rosenwald, the former chief technology attorney at 
at&t who also worked with software licensing and 
purchasing equipment for the network, continues, 
“We do something here called ‘Sponsored 
invention,’ where companies hire us to solve 
problems for them by inventing solutions that 
we then patent and license back to them. that’s 
just a completely new construct. i cannot go to a 
document library or do a search on the internet and 
come up with a sponsored invention agreement. 
as the technology is innovating, we are innovating 
from a legal standpoint. it’s very exciting.” 
it is the “Build” department, however, that 
constitutes the most mind-blowing part of iv’s 
functions. the company doesn’t just accumulate 
inventions, it creates them. intellectual ventures 
employs a growing number of its own, on-site 
inventors who crank out hundreds of inventions a 
year. Many of them are housed in a lab straight out 
of a science fiction novel. 
the unassuming three-building complex — with 
each building named after a legendary inventor — 
is tucked away in Bellevue, away from prying eyes, 
but only 10 minutes from iv headquarters. the 
Da vinci Building houses the company’s software 
genius. next door is the Gutenberg Building, 
home to two of the world’s most powerful super 
computers. ninety percent of their computing is 
devoted to running calculations for iv’s nuclear 
reactor spinoff company, terraPower, which utilizes 
around 47 teraflops of computing capacity. the 
other 10 percent is used for a disease modeling 
program, a project that has spanned five years and 
a quarter million lines of code. the futuristic towers 
need a cooling system so powerful that protective 
noise gear is necessary to stand in their presence. 
“other countries are asking if they can use our 
computers for their own nuclear power plants,” 
chuckled Gorder.
But iv’s true wonders lie across the street in the 
sprawling, 20,000-square-foot Edison Building. 
the warehouse has everything a scientist 
could ever need, including a chemistry lab, a 
metamaterials lab, a machine shop and founder 
nathan Myhrvold’s molecular cuisine test kitchen 
(stocked with beakers of spices and starches and 
an industrial-size centrifuge). 
in addition to building commercial invention 
portfolios, the company works closely with 
organizations like the Bill and Melinda Gates 
foundation. the non-profit commissions iv to 
tackle third-world problems with innovative, 
technological solutions. 
“ideas have value,” Gorder repeated. “the Gates 
foundation is looking in parts of the world where 
that value is not expressed in dollars, but in lives.”
the prototypes of their collaborations can be 
found in various corners of the lab. one such 
endeavor is a portable vaccine refrigerator. Since 
vaccines are highly sensitive to temperature 
changes, keeping them stable, viable and 
affordable is a challenge in places like Sub-
To invent, you need  
a good imagination  
and a pile of junk.
Thomas edison
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Saharan africa. iv has developed a bullet-shaped 
container that keeps ice cubes frozen for 30 days 
without electricity, is easily transported, and could 
be mass produced at a low cost.
Some of their help-the-world inventions have 
already been field-tested. With surprising 
simplicity, projects like a milk transport container 
are poised to make a tremendous impact. the 
container keeps milk safe from contamination 
inside and out by heating it moderately and 
keeping it safe from dirt and the perils of 
transport. the longer storage capability and 
added food safety allows dairy farmers to build up 
milk surpluses, eases delivery and empowers them 
economically. at the end of the day, Gorder, Diaz 
and rosenwald express the most pride in projects 
like these. 
But the innovation doesn’t stop there. Even iv’s 
manner of inventing is a head above the rest. 
the in-house developing team holds invention 
sessions every month. carefully selected experts 
from all over iv’s worldwide “invention ecosystem” 
gather in Edison’s high-tech boardroom and 
brainstorm solutions for the future. an unexpected 
diversity is the trick to this assembly.
“innovation requires an association of individuals 
that typically don’t associate,” said Diaz, who 
earned a B.S. in chemical engineering, an M.S. 
and a Ph.D. in physical chemistry before attending 
law school. “[other] companies work with experts 
who possess a particular skill set for solving 
specific problems. But sometimes the solution to 
a problem is outside the scope of a specialized 
toolset — in some cases specialization may in fact 
limit innovation.”
intellectual ventures soars above that pitfall. its 
invention sessions are populated from a network 
of more than 200 inventors, many of whom 
are world-renowned experts from completely 
disparate fields. there could be brain surgeons, 
hackers and a physicist all in one room, each with 
a unique perspective. the company’s patent 
attorneys sit in on the meetings and record ideas 
as they fly. a typical session will lead to a dozen or 
more new patents. 
“We’re not philanthropists. We’re invention 
capitalists, and we realize value by creating a 
better system for invention rights,” said Gorder in 
a March 2011 speech titled “Bridging the Gap.”
Some would take that one step further. critics 
have called them patent trolls, a term ironically 
popularized by one of the iv founders Peter 
Detkin when he worked at intel. a patent troll is 
a derogatory term for an entity that purchases 
patents for the purpose of enforcing them against 
purported infringers. 
it’s not the most favorable term, but then again 
the new patent law, passed by congress in 2011 as 
part of the america invents act, has also been met 
with resistance. 
“But, we’re not philanthropists. We’re invention 
capitalists, and we realize value by creating a  
better system for invention rights.”
















according to the New York Times, “the present 
system, one of the nation’s oldest patent 
principles and called ‘first-to-invent,’ relies on 
lab notebooks, e-mails and early prototypes to 
establish the date of invention. the impending 
law would overturn that by awarding patents to 
the inventors who are ‘first-to-file’ with the united 
States Patent and trademark office.” Proponents 
believe the bill will put the u.S. in alignment with 
the rest of the world. opponents say the law 
favors large corporations. 
But, according to W. hunter Simpson Professor 
of technology law and caSriP Director, 
Professor toshiko takenaka, “the america 
invents act enhances u.S. industry’s international 
competitiveness by moving the u.S. patent 
system more in line with the rest of the world 
and facilitating u.S. inventors to procure patent 
rights in major markets such as Europe and asia. 
Even before the enactment of aia, the u.S. did 
not follow a ‘first-to-invent’ principle because 
uSPto has been examining more than 99 percent 
of applications under a ‘first-to-file’ principle. 
the discrepancy of the Patent Statute and the 
examination practice frequently misled u.S. 
inventors to forfeiture of their rights for patent.”
recently Evelyn M. rusli of DealBook wrote: 
“intellectual ventures may be best known for 
its huge archive of patents and its willingness to 
pursue lawsuits in defense of those patents, but it’s 
also a part-time incubator to promising start-ups.”
is this a dual personality for the company? no, 
it’s part of their business model. in 12 short years, 
intellectual ventures has taken this business model 
and through investment funds, brainstorming 
sessions, sponsored invention, their belief that 
inventions and inventors should be treated well 
and a willingness to take risk, they’ve become 
perhaps the largest innovator in the world. 






















Since founding his brokerage and consulting firm 
in 1992, Kinzer real Estate Services (KrES), the 
alumnus has navigated tricky land acquisitions 
for some of the region’s largest companies and 
non-profits: clearing space for Safeco field, 
expanding Seattle children’s hospital and carving 
a “super block” for the Seattle Symphony. the 
firm promises “visionary thinking” and Kinzer 
more than delivers. his innovative solutions have 
earned KrES an enviably fierce client loyalty and 
incredible business network.
“We develop relationships with our clients, based 
on a strong sense of trust,” Kinzer said. in 20 years 
of “triple a” service, no major client has left the 
firm for another service provider.
Just ask Starbucks. the company has done 
business with Kinzer since going public over 20 
years ago, and Kinzer notes that there are always 
two or three of their projects “brewing.” it began 
in the early ‘90s when Senior vice President 
howard Wollner approached Kinzer, seeking a 
headquarters for the (not yet) coffee giant. the 
company had just gone public with barely 100 
stores to its name, but plenty of aspiration. they 
needed expansive space at an affordable price, 
but believed it an urban impossibility. Starbucks 
hQ seemed destined for the suburbs.
Craig Kinzer ’84 deals with a lot of rubik’s cubes. he plays the angles, works 
the twists and searches for the perfect alignment. he’s careful, leaving no option 
unexplored, until everything clicks into place. But when his hard work is done, the 
result is much more than a solved children’s puzzle — it’s a brand new Seattle skyline.
But Kinzer thought there could be a better 
alternative. after much scoping, he found an 
empty Sears warehouse south of downtown 
Seattle with more than 10 times the space 
Starbucks requested. he then crafted a novel 
lease agreement, tailored to the company’s 
available resources and conscious of its future 
potential. it gave Starbucks both an urban 
presence and an ability to keep its partners 
consolidated while growing at a phenomenal 
rate. it also reused the 1909 structure and 
foreshadowed Starbucks’ commitment to  
the environment.
“When it was all said and done, their cost was 
maybe a third of market rent,” Kinzer recalled. 
“they could expand from 100,000 square feet to 
over a million square feet in increments of 5,000 
square feet with 30 days’ notice.” 
the company relocated to its new home in 1994, 
breathing life into the SoDo neighborhood years 
before Safeco field broke ground. Starbucks got 
vast, cheap office space, barely 10 minutes away 
from their flagship coffeehouse, and Kinzer real 
Estate Services gained a lifelong client.
Kinzer was striking improbable deals long before 
his name graced a company placard. the San 
fernando native moved to the Emerald city after 

















at california lutheran university, where he also 
played football and was Student Body President. 
interested in both law and business school, he 
chose the uW after a deceptively sunny visit to the 
Space needle enchanted him with views of the 
cascades. “this is Shangri-la,” he thought.
With strong lSat scores, Kinzer was admitted to 
the university of Washington School of law, but 
soon found that distinguishing himself (he did not 
make the law review his first year) was a harder 
task than he had thought. he looked to the foster 
School of Business for a chance to differentiate 
himself, but with the rigors of law school a 
constant, his GMat scores suffered from his 
overconfidence and lack of preparation. But when 
most people would accept defeat, Kinzer saw an 
opportunity for his first masterful negotiation.
leveraging the law school’s prestige, he 
successfully convinced the dean of the business 
school to accept his admirable lSat in lieu of his 
GMat score and then worked with both schools’ 
deans to find classes suitable for credit in both 
graduate schools.
“i kind of created my own joint program,” he 
chuckled. the business and law course overlap 
introduced Kinzer to real estate. Mired in spread 
sheets, syndications, and tax shelters, Kinzer fell in 
love with the work.
“numbers really resonate with me,” he explained.  
“i love solving puzzles and that’s what we do here 
at Kinzer real Estate Services.”
Kinzer and Kim snyder ‘82 started their careers 
as tax consultants at the accounting firm Deloitte 
(then known as touche ross & co.). they had 
the same degrees (J.D. and M.B.a.) and sat in 
cubicles next to each other. Snyder describes 
Kinzer as someone who was “thinking ‘outside 
of the box’ before the rest of us knew we were 
inside it! it is hard to imagine now, but the Pc 
had only just arrived on the scene when craig 
started his career. he quickly mastered the early 
spreadsheet programs that were used to create 
intricate economic forecasts that were at the heart 
of syndicated real estate offerings. this was in the 
early ‘80s when tax shelters were in vogue and real 
estate syndications were fueling a white-hot real 
estate market. a key element of craig’s success was 
that he was able to see the big picture while at the 
same time displaying a keen attention to detail.” 
But an affinity for numbers and details are only part 
of KrES success. 
“it’s really about relationships,” Kinzer said. “We work 
hard to create trust with our clients and with other 
vendors, and even those we’re negotiating with.”
With his easy repose and an eagerness to chat 
football, it’s not hard to imagine Kinzer becoming 
fast friends with his clients. 
“in this environment, when you meet someone like 
craig who’s interested as much in the relationship 
as the transaction, that’s a rarity, an anomaly,” said 

















Kinzer’s commitment to honest work and 
transparency earned him the trust and business 
of many non-profit entities. So, in 1995 the city 
of Seattle came calling. city hall wanted to lease 
more office and living space and needed to 
do so within the parameters of its budget and 
constant public scrutiny. Kinzer ran the numbers 
and presented the city council with a surprisingly 
cheaper alternative — purchase the right space, 
at a bargain, and sublet the unused remainder, 
instead of renting.
his eye fell on Key tower, a $250 million, 62-story 
skyscraper, sitting in default of a $165 million 
construction loan for over two years. the city 
agreed to pursue the skyscraper purchase, a 
public sector first. What ensued was a six-month 
negotiating marathon, and one of the most 
challenging deals Kinzer had ever tackled.
“We were negotiating with seven banks, an owner 
in default, nine council members and a mayor,” 
Kinzer said. “you had a rubik’s cube of all these 
stakeholders with different agendas.” 
Pitting desperate lenders fleeing a sinking 
investment against a buyer that had nothing but 
time, Kinzer was able to negotiate a sale at about 
50 cents on the dollar, a $125 million discount. 
and for a few years, before the low-rise city hall 
was built, the municipal government turned 
Key tower into the world’s first ever skyscraper 
city hall. Kinzer real Estate Services had made 
history as the broker of the largest government 
acquisition in Seattle history. today the renamed 
Seattle Municipal tower is still owned by the city 
and houses various government entities, such as 
Seattle city light and Seattle Public utilities and 
some retail outlets. 
one might think this visionary of Seattle real 
estate must rely on a vast network of agents and 
researchers to successfully tackle deals of such 
magnitude, but Kinzer real Estate Services is a 
surprisingly small operation. until this year, the firm 
employed 12 professionals, including its illustrious 
founder. recently, he added three new employees 
to enhance their services: lisa Mccabe, adam 
Brown and uW alumnus Tri Tran ‘95. Depending 
on the case, Kinzer, who describes himself as a 
generalist, will hand pick outside specialists to sit 
in on planning and negotiations.
“a key formula for us is what we call the ‘Best in 
class’ model,” Kinzer said. “our partners need to 
be smarter than us. When you have that and you 
bring in the best vendors in the industry, you have 
this really great brain trust working for each client.”
unlike most firms that employ numerous 
independent brokers, constantly searching and 
competing for clientele both in the market and 
within the company, the whole of KrES comes 
together for every single assignment. rather than 
marketing their individual talents, the team unites 
to create the most innovative solutions in strategic 
real estate for their clients.
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“We’re built to execute,” Kinzer said. “What we do is 
a high level of sophisticated service, based on each 
client’s mission statement and value proposition.”
the firm’s size, functionality and holistic approach 
to its clients’ needs have kept KrES ahead of 
competitors for 20 years. When the internet 
undermined the common broker’s most coveted 
monopoly, knowledge of available spaces, some 
struggled to keep their services valuable. But 
KrES flourished on the level playing field of the 
information age.
“Boom! here comes the internet and all of that 
information is now online, free to everybody, includ-
ing the clients,” Kinzer said of the business’ evolu-
tion. “What really matters is your experience and 
business judgment; how smart you are at executing 
and coming up with the right strategy. that’s our 
core competency. So in that sense, the innovation 
associated with the sharing of information has really 
made us very, very powerful and able to compete 
with anybody. We also ‘turn over rocks’ that others 
don’t see — we go beyond what is just public infor-
mation or industry standard.”
With real estate listings available at the click of 
a button, Kinzer has capitalized on two services 
no Google search can offer. the first is Secret-
Service-level confidentiality.
“We take confidentiality very seriously,” Kinzer 
explained. “Every single assignment has a code 
name here. you never hear clients’ names. for 
example, ‘iris’ was the code name for the Gates 
foundation headquarters just completed.”
in a world where a whisper of a buy can spike 
prices across the entire market, the firm’s tight-
lipped due diligence has paid off in spades. When 
russell investments announced the relocation of 
its headquarters to Seattle in 2009, many people 
in tacoma, its hometown for 73 years, were taken 
completely aback. unbeknownst to most of the 
world, Kinzer real Estate had been quietly working 
on russell’s behalf for over three years. under 
everyone’s radar, he found the global financial-
services company a new home (and its parent 
company, northwestern Mutual, a new asset) at 
the downtown chase center (now the russell 
investments center) at a steeply discounted price.
the second of KrES’ unique offerings is an acute 
understanding of a client’s brand and goals. 
Whether working with a non-profit or private 
entity, Kinzer is always hyperaware of how the 
choice of a building, a neighborhood, or a 
partnership will reflect on the client’s image and 
future growth. 
“in everything we do, we’re thinking way beyond 
just the real estate,” he said. “for example, 
we’re always thinking what happens if this [move] 
becomes a headline in the news. We’re very good 
at protecting brands and if anything, accelerating 
the way in which the brand is seen as a positive in 
the community. We also specialize in leveraging our 
clients’ great brands to get them a better deal.”
from placing Starbucks in a converted warehouse 
they thought they’d never fill (they did, though, 13 
years ahead of schedule), to finding a purchase 
cheaper than a lease for the city of Seattle, it’s 
clear that Kinzer’s true talent is meeting the 
clients’ needs before they even realize them. 
So when the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation 
launched an under-the-radar search for its 
new headquarters, that reputation of discreet 
excellence led the “front-page news” charity 
to Kinzer’s door. four years later, the fateful 
partnership would give the foundation a 
sprawling, $500 million high-tech campus and 
forever alter the face of the Seattle center.
yet back when Kinzer started the assignment, the 
foundation was looking for anything but visibility. 
for years the world’s most influential non-profit 
hid its administration away from the public eye, 
















most quietly leased by Kinzer, on behalf of the 
foundation. they approached Kinzer with a desire 
to consolidate the disparate offices into one, se-
cure low-profile building. But as he questioned the 
client’s needs — “What other ways could real es-
tate support the foundation’s mission?” — Kinzer 
and a team of outside consultants teased out a 
completely different vision for the charity’s pres-
ence in the city. instead of a tucked-away rental, 
the Gateses started pondering urban permanence 
and public education, part of their mission.
after a highly secretive search, the KrES team 
landed on a 12-acre parking lot in the Seattle 
center. they imagined a harmonious joining of 
Seattle’s history and philanthropic heartbeat. 
Kinzer drove Melinda Gates down to the lot 
himself, hoping she, too, would see its potential.
“She was so quick and wicked smart; she just got it,” 
he recalled. “Melinda immediately saw the connec-
tion to the community and the unique opportunity 
of the last single, 12-acre flat parcel in downtown.”
then, all that remained was the not-so-small task 
of persuading the owner, the city of Seattle. 
Kinzer wondered, “how are you going to get 
the city to sell part of its soul, part of the Seattle 
center, to anybody?” 
Mayor nickels certainly wasn’t thrilled about the 
idea at first. for two years Kinzer and team worked 
his many government connections and negotiated 
building features that made the foundation’s 
presence at the Seattle center not only feasible, 
but mutually desirable. one of these features was 
creating an underground parking lot with space 
for a 1,000 cars so the original function of the lot 
would not be lost, even during nonbusiness hours. 
the other push was making the 900,000 square 
foot headquarters as eco-friendly as possible, 
with green roofs, innovative cooling systems and 
numerous other sustainable features. finally, the 
notoriously private charity agreed to open its 
campus doors to the public with a visitor’s center 
and museum that would educate citizens on the 
foundation’s research and projects and create 
more critical mass of “entertainment” with its new 
neighbor, the Seattle center. 
Kinzer’s firm belief in the synergy of the two 
entities paid off. the city agreed to sell and the 
foundation was granted its new home. last year, 
Seattle newest architectural icon opened.
“i am so proud to be working for one of the 
greatest foundations in the history of the world,” 
Kinzer said of his relationship with the Gateses. 
after 20 years of inventing improbable and com-
plex real estate solutions for Washington’s movers 
and shakers, calling Kinzer real Estate Services 
innovative is almost inadequate. the firm and its 
founder do far more than trade brick and mortar. 
Quietly, cleverly, Kinzer and his team build legacies.
thE GatES founDation
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big part of which is balancing personalities and 
egos. “I have a pretty thick skin,” said Giles. “And 
I listen to varying opinions and perspectives and 
make a decision in the best interest of the firm.” 
Perkins’ other chance to take a risk had come 
earlier and involved the firm’s rapid growth in 
the mid-1970s. “When I joined the firm in 1974, 
we only had one office and that was Seattle,” 
Giles said. “The first office outside of Seattle was 
Anchorage in 1977, and then D.C. in 1979.” Giles 
holds a copy of the Perkins history book written 
to commemorate the firm’s 100th anniversary this 
year. “If you go back to the history of the firm, for 
the first 50 to 60 years, four clients represented 
60 percent of our work. And that was Boeing, 
incorporated by Perkins in 1916; Puget Power, 
originally Stone and Webster — our longest active 
client — we’ve represented them for our entire 
One involved making business attorney Bob Giles 
’74 the finance partner in 1984, and then two 
years later promoting him to managing partner. 
The appointment made then-36-year-old Giles 
the youngest managing partner at a major law 
firm. And while the position of managing partner 
is usually short term, Giles — who had originally 
planned to earn an M.B.A. instead of a law degree 
— found he enjoyed the practice of running the 
firm, and Perkins repeatedly renewed his contract. 
In fact, Perkins issued Giles a one-year contract 
for 19 years, then decided to increase his job 
security by switching to a four-year contract.
“I’m now in my second four-year term,”  
laughed Giles. 
It’s fair to ask why, as most lawyers don’t exactly 
stand in line for the job of managing partner, a 
Perkins Coie
Large, well-established law firms rarely take chances, 
especially big, innovative ones.  So two of the chances 
Perkins Coie took in the past 27 years stand out like blazing 
beams from a lighthouse on a dark and stormy night.
















100 years; Rayonier, a big timber company, now 
ITT Rayonier; and Pacific National Bank, a bank 
begun by Mr. Boeing and then acquired years 
ago by one of the big national banks. Partners 
said, ‘You don’t have to worry about business 
development. Just take care of these four clients.’ 
We had lawyers flying all over the world. Right 
after Nixon opened up trade with China, we 
were one of the first firms to send lawyers to 
China as part of the Boeing team to sell 707s. 
We had unique opportunities to perform very 
sophisticated legal work for top-tier clients. But 
shortly after I arrived, things started changing, 
including the expansion of in-house legal 
departments for both Boeing and Puget Power. 
We needed to expand our business base.”
“Firm management was ready to emphasize 
technology, but not without the proper amount 
of due diligence and discussion,” Giles said. 
“We debated a long time.” Giles was then a 
third-year partner and only nine years out of law 
school. As the finance partner, on a four-person 
management team, Giles was able to “push the 
firm to take risks that lawyers are not comfortable 
taking,” he said. “Lawyers are told for three 
years in law school to look at precedent: ‘Show 
us where this has been done before, Bob.’ Well, 
that’s the point. No one has ever done it before. 
That’s innovation. But if we didn’t take risks, we 
wouldn’t be where we are today. So we jumped  
in with both feet and recruited some great people 
to help us build the top technology practice in  
the Northwest.” 
According to Giles, “Intellectual property 
blossomed as a practice area. Nurtured by 
partners Dave Burman and Margaret McKeown, 
we grew rapidly in the technology space.” Some 
of the great people Perkins added included Chun 
ng ’91, steve Bishop ’93, John wechkin ’96 and 
Heidi sachs ’81. Sachs joined the firm over 30 
years ago, practicing domestic and international 
trademark and copyright law. She also chaired or 
co-chaired the firm’s Trademark and Copyright 
Group from its inception until this year.

















“as a trademark attorney, i work with a broad 
range of clients; i am not limited to a specific 
scientific discipline like the patent lawyers,” Sachs 
said. “My high-tech clients include companies 
that develop hardware and software, precision 
testing and calibration equipment, digital content 
on the internet, components for cockpits, flame 
retardant sealants and medical equipment. Each 
of these companies is on the cutting-edge of 
its industry, and i help give these products their 
brand-identity: the name by which the product is 
recognized and remembered. it is rewarding to 
see names in the marketplace when we helped in 
choosing the mark, then registered and protected 
it. Many years ago, we did this for the amazon.
com mark and for the cranium game name; more 
recently we were involved from the beginning in 
naming and protecting the Dreamliner mark for 
the newest Boeing aircraft.
“the variety in my work includes clients of all sizes, 
spanning from start-ups that have not yet named 
their company, to fortune 500 companies; this 
also keeps my job exciting and ever-changing.”
Steve Bishop began his legal career with 
christensen o’connor Johnson Kindness, a 
Seattle patent boutique; and later spent five years 
as associate general counsel at amazon.com. 
he focuses his practice on the preparation and 
prosecution of electrical, software, and business-
method patent applications and the strategic 
analysis of patent portfolios. about half of  
Bishop’s client base is start-ups in the Pacific 
northwest or the Bay area, often online 
companies offering services. 
“one of the beauties of the internet,” he said, 
“is the ability it gives small groups of individuals 
to launch their own companies and be wildly 
successful. it has change the landscape. a 
large part of my practice is working with small 
companies to help them identify the best way to 
protect the innovative ideas at the core of their 
business. one of the challenges for any start-up 
company is another company thinking the startup 
has a great idea and immediately trying to co-opt 
the idea. although first-mover status often wins 
the day for online businesses, buttressing new 
technology with a smartly-crafted patent portfolio 
makes good business sense.
“the other group of companies i represent 
are large companies that are trying to learn 
how to strategically manage hundreds or even 
thousands of patents they procured over decades 
of development. We help companies identify 
the strengths and weaknesses in their portfolio 
and recommend ways they should change their 
portfolio. that may involve recommending what 
patents to buy to fill portfolio gaps, or what 
patents to sell or otherwise monetize. and those 
are two completely different types of clients.
“We work with lots of technologies,” Bishop 
added. “i see our role as attorneys changing. 
We now gather information from all sources; the 
days when all the answers could be found within 
the law library are gone. for example, we rely 
on outside technical experts to assist in patent 
review, third party services to help quickly analyze 
large numbers of patents and in-house proprietary 
tracking and review tools that we’ve developed to 
“one of the beauties of the Internet is the ability  
it gives small groups of individuals to launch their 
own companies and be wildly successful.”
















manage large portfolio review projects. We rely 
on many more sources of legal and business and 
technical intelligence, and we bring it all together 
to bring solutions to our clients.”
fellow Perkins patent attorney chun ng notes 
that the bulk of his practice deals by definition 
with innovation. “clients come to us with their 
inventions and want us to protect it,” he said. 
“they want us to get a patent for them that grants 
them an exclusive government sanctioned right to 
practice their invention for 20 odd years.
“the other half of what we do is patent litigation, 
typically on the defense side. We help our clients 
decide to either license an invention from the 
patent holder or figure out a way to make changes 
to our clients’ designs.” But most of the time 
though, ng said, the process involves advising the 
client that, “they don’t infringe and so don’t need 
to take a license or redesign their product.”
ng  — who, like Bishop, has a bachelor’s degree in 
electrical engineering — pointed out the heavy-
weight patent cases underway between apple 
and Samsung, and Microsoft and Motorola. he 
noted that Microsoft and Motorola are going 
at it all over the world, trying to protect their 
intellectual property. What it really boils down 
to, as both parties have publicly stated, is trying 
to get license fees. “But what are the reasonable 
fees? and, of course, Microsoft is saying, ‘you owe 
us,’ and Motorola is saying, ‘no. You owe us!’”
What is it about Perkins that makes them so success-
ful? ng believes it’s was ”the perfect storm, a conflu-
ence of really nice factors. Dave Burman and Bob 
Giles had the vision and risk-taking ability necessary 
to invest in technology back in the late 1990s.
“if we want to brand ourselves as a technology 
firm, if we want to be in the technology space, we 
have to have technically trained lawyers. So they 
brought on people like me. We also had incredible 
timing. from right around the mid-90s up until 
now, the value of patents has skyrocketed. [in the 
past] when you measured the value of a company, 
you measured how much oil was in the ground, 
how many buildings did they own, tangible assets, 
money in the bank. But companies now, the ones 
who are making a lot of money — apple, Google, 
intel — what do they have? they have their 
intellectual property. they have their marketing 
savvy, the innovation. apple is not really a tech 
company; they really are a luxury goods company. 
how much is the coca-cola trademark worth. 
it’s worth the whole company? how much is the 
apple trademark worth? it’s worth the whole 
company! We only started to realize this in the 
90s, and the courts have shifted over the past 10-
20 years to give more value to patents.
“Because patents have become more valuable, 
there’s more money at stake. as the value of 
the patents went up, and the market for patents 
went up, there became more of a need for patent 
attorneys. until 1997, no general practice firms 
really had a patent practice. We were a bunch of 
engineers. now it’s in the mainstream.“ 
another Perkins patent attorney, John Wechkin, is 
well-prepared to counsel clients on domestic and 
international patent portfolio planning, portfolio 
analysis and patent evaluations, including patent 
infringement and validity analyses. he focuses 
his practice on strategic patent preparation, 
prosecution and associated counseling over a 
wide range of technologies, with concentrations 
in semiconductor and lED processing, cleantech, 
aerospace, medical devices and other mechanical 
technologies.
“i work with a wind turbine blade manufacturer in 
california whose challenge is to make the blade 
as large as possible while still being able to get it 
to the site,” Wechkin said, giving an example of 
the type of clients he handles. “i’ve always been 
interested in technology. i worked at Boeing as an 
engineer before becoming a patent attorney.”
Why did he switch to law? “a friend was taking a 
law class at night while also working at Boeing,” 
Wechkin said. “i sat in on a criminal class he was 
taking and realized it was a whole other way in 
which the world works. My sister was also in law 

















“Most of what i do is protect my client’s inventions 
by getting a patent for them both in the u.S. and 
abroad. one of the real success stories is insitu, 
located on the columbia river, near hood river. 
they make drones: unmanned air vehicles, small 
robotic airplanes. they have cameras in them and 
were created for tuna fleets to be able to go out 
and find the tuna, but now they are used more in 
the military in war theaters to provide an eye in 
the sky. But they were a small company, a group 
of people out of Princeton. they had wonderful 
ideas, went about marketing them, protecting 
them and ultimately sold the company to Boeing.” 
“Part of our job is help a company develop a 
strategy,” Wechkin said. he asks the client, “Why 
do you want to protect this particular technology, 
what’s the best way to protect it, how does 
this fit in with your business plan, what are your 
competitors doing, what do we want to do to 
position you in a way that is going to be beneficial 
relative to your competitors?
“i’ve had to tell a client that ‘you are not going 
to be able to get a patent on this because it is 
already out there,’ or ‘if you build this product, 
this other company is probably going to come 
after you.’ But in most cases, we are able to find 
a niche in the marketplace that fits their business 
interest. My engineering background helps me to 
understand the invention in the first place, then it 
helps the inventor identify and broaden the scope 
of the invention.” 
Wechkin was attracted to Perkins after a short time 
at Seed iP (formerly Seed & Berry, another Seattle 
patent boutique). What he liked about Perkins 
was that he could work in a general-practice firm, 
exposed to attorneys in lots of different disciplines, 
allowing him to fill a niche. “at the time, Perkins’ 
practice had a high-tech client base, but it didn’t 
have patent prosecution,” he said. 
“Perkins is an innovative law firm. they’ve been 
innovative in how they have a balanced approach 
to practicing law.  We’ve always been one of the 
best places to work. We have found a way to 
advocate for a client’s best interest without going 
over the top.  Patent departments have their own 
particular needs, they have different document 
needs, and their paralegals have different skills.  
from day one, Perkins said that they would make 
this investment.”  
Vana is a trademark and copyright attorney, but 
this was not his first area of practice. “I started 
out as a real estate attorney. That’s important 
work, but I didn’t like it,” shares Vana“ I backed 
into intellectual property law, and it really 
appealed to me. 
James (Jim)  
vana
PartnEr at PErKinS coiE
















has a client ever presented an idea where 
Wechkin thought this isn’t going to fly? yes,  
he reports.  and “the main skill to work with  
this type of client is patience.” 
 “Sometime my clients find us because they 
engage Perkins to start a business, and as part 
of the new business there’s new technology, 
and that’s how we get involved,” Wechkin says.  
“Some clients have gone further down the path of 
invention. they get some initial iP developed and 
then they hear about Perkins’ patent attorneys.  
there are many times [where] if someone just has 
an invention they want to patent i will tell them 
that there are cheaper firms, but if they are really 
serious about developing the business and want 
to be able to get on the phone with a business 
attorney right away in connection with their iP — 
or a licensing attorney in connection with their iP 
or trademark — we are able to offer the full suite 
of legal services.”  
today the firm has more than two hundred 
intellectual property professionals in Perkin’s 
national practice. it’s no longer just a regional 
practice. “that’s how far we’ve come,” adds Giles 
with a proud father smile.
When asked how law students of his day 
are different from law students in his class, 
he replies, “students today are expected 
to be very proficient with technology. 
They also have a much greater variety of 
career choices than law students had in 
1993 when I graduated. That presents both 
opportunities and challenges.”
In addition to Vana’s adjunct faculty position 
at the law school, he is also a board member 
















 BoB GilES claSS of 1974
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Vana enjoys working with consumer product 
companies, especially those in the technical 
apparel field. “I find it satisfying to work with 
products I actually use. I also like the strategic 
challenges in helping clients navigate the range 
of issues resulting from the global nature of 
intellectual property law. 
A Perkins Coie alumna, Signe Naeve, teaches at 
UW School of Law, and encouraged Vana to join 
the ranks of adjunct faculty. “I teach Advanced 
Trademark Practice. It’s really a tutorial. I like 
teaching, and am fortunate that Perkins Coie 
encourages its lawyers to get involved in the 





















in its 40 year tenure as the university law center, 
condon hall has earned many nicknames,  
but very few friends. “it wasn’t exactly the hal-
lowed halls of legal learning that i was expect-
ing,” signe naeve ‘00 thought upon entering 
her new law school in 1997. “i imagined a lot of 
old wood and books and less concrete, and it 
definitely was not any of those things.”
Stern, cold and fluorescent, the building never 
did manage to welcome and impress visitors 
as its founders had intended. its Brutalist 
architecture tended to alienate rather than 
reassure; its sharp lines and hard, grey material 
dissonant with the red brick slopes and greenery 
of its parent campus. 
the term “Brutalist,” is derived from the french 
béton brut, or “raw concrete,” and not for the 
brutal punch to one’s aesthetic sensibilities one 
may experience upon beholding such a structure. 
the style flourished for a short while in WWii-
ravaged Britain, much to the chagrin of charles, 
Prince of Wales, who remains one of the architec-
ture’s most damning critics, often referring to its 
creations as mere “piles of concrete.”
… the law school was called concrete condon?
 
alas, like most unfortunate circumstances, 
condon hall was born of good intentions. When 
the Board of regents and the ad hoc committee 
began imagining a new facility for the law school 
in the early 1960s, their plans were grand in 
scope and utility. they spared no detail, penning 
long recommendations on every aspect of the 
building’s function, design and usage. 
But their marvelous vision was plagued by bad 
luck and compromise from the very beginning.
first, they lost their architect. the Board of 
regents had originally wanted Minoru yamasaki 
to design the new condon, but upon seeing the 
campus Parkway site where the hall was to be 
erected, yamasaki demurred. he called the spot 
“ungracious” and asked for a different location. 
When that didn’t prove feasible, he abandoned 
the commission altogether.
the school then turned to romaldo Giurgola of 
the Philadelphia-based Michell/Giurgola firm. he 
was responsible for the winged visitors’ center at 
the Wright Brothers’ national Memorial, proving 
ample experience in shaping concrete.
By Ilona V. Idlis
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once drafted, condon’s grand construction was 
to be executed in two phases. the first phase, 
or unit 1, would be the larger of the proposed 
buildings, flanking campus Parkway and hous-
ing the meat of the law school. unit 2 would be 
erected behind it, on the intersection of 12th av-
enue north and nE 41st Street, and be home to 
additional library space and other facilities. the 
entire multi-floor complex would have spanned 
207,381 sq. ft. 
the dream proved too big for the budget. 
unforeseen infrastructure challenges, such as 
linking the ventilation system from uW’s main 
campus to a site four blocks away, ballooned 
expenses. the floor plan was reduced to 174,000 
sq. ft. in hopes of alleviating cost. the interior 
design, like the staircase leading to the library, 
also changed to accommodate tighter pockets. 
originally intended to be a rounded ascent, the 
steps were demoted to a cheaper, square shape. 
finally, the second phase was abandoned all 
together. the complex shrunk to its current 
123,000 sq. ft.; the library lost half of its would-
be space and amenities like showers were never 
installed. the sweaty, midnight-oil-burning law 
students of the future weren’t the only ones 
displeased with the loss of the add-ons. Even 
the city of Seattle objected to the absence of a 
second building in letters to the administration. 
tackling a lack of funds is fairly commonplace, 
but condon’s construction brought about a much 
stranger battle — bathrooms. Specifically, the 
disproportionate number of women’s bathrooms 
to be placed inside the building. Professor and 
law librarian Marian Gallagher, a key member of 
the ad hoc committee, fought the perception 
that women would never constitute more than 30 
percent of the building’s users and students.
“this is the first time that i have encountered 
sexism in architecture and building design,” 
hr coordinator Dean Speer wrote in an article 
summarizing condon’s history. “Marian and 
others were looking to the future and saying that 
demographic wouldn’t be that way forever.”
after many a memo from Gallagher, the number 
of facilities for women was increased. a good 
thing, too, since as predicted female enrollment 
rose steadily. in 2011, women made up 48.9 
percent of the incoming J.D. class.
With the building’s gender politics and finances 
squared away, the pared down condon hall was 
completed in 1974. the law school and the library 
moved in on april fools’ Day. they would soon 
discover that the building’s inconveniences were 
no joke. 
the building was most commonly damned 
for depriving its occupants of daylight. these 
complaints were echoed loudest by the student 
population, who endured lectures in windowless 
classrooms. adding insult to injury, the cave-like 
ambiance was created on purpose. the educa-
tion doctrine of the ‘70s deemed windows too 
much of a distraction and advised against them. 
only the second floor library reading room was 
granted unhampered sunlight, with 112 window 
panes lining its atrium-like ceiling (each in a 
steel frame to maintain fortress-style continuity). 
considered a triumph by Gallagher, even 
condon’s best feature suffered from structural 
failures. Spread across seven floors, the library’s 
22 entrances and exits made its collection 
vulnerable. By 1996, the law school had lost 
$400,000 in stolen books. 
The building was most commonly damned  
















though condon’s walls couldn’t stop book 
thieves, they did assault the ears. noise was ampli-
fied by the concrete hallways and often reached 
distracting volumes during passing periods. 
“it was very acoustically live,” Speer recalled of 
his 14 years inside a condon office. “We actually 
had someone from Environmental health and 
Safety (EhS) come over and measure decibel lev-
els [during a break]. they measured higher than 
what’s considered safe for an employee.”
EhS paid for white noise installation shortly after. 
Most of all, though, condon’s looks just weighed 
on the soul. the concrete fared poorly in the 
Seattle weather and rain left dark streaks on its 
outer casing. the walls, inside and out, were 
peppered with rivets that could have passed for 
bullet holes if not for their symmetry. With few 
public spaces, no food service and the aesthetic 
qualities of a war-torn Soviet bunker, condon 
almost actively discouraged its attendees from 
sticking around.
“it definitely didn’t give you a warm feeling and i 
don’t know if that was the concrete or the actual 
temperature,” naeve joked. “We didn’t spend a 
lot of time in the building.” 
complaints piled up — enough to fill a whole 
notebook in the archives — and an ad hoc 
Building committee of students and professors 
was formed in 1978 to try and address the is-
sues. according to Speer, “there was an aggres-
sive faction that favored complete abandonment 
of the building.”
But condon endured largely as it was built, 
ignoring the changing times and stubbornly 
resisting all manner of innovation. in the 90s, 
a computer lab was literally carved out of two 
former seminar rooms.
“they had to saw a door through the cement and 
you could just feel it through the whole building,” 
Speer said, rattling his chair for effect. Portable 
computing was further complicated by a dire 
shortage of electrical plugs, so taped down exten-
sion cords snaked around the classroom floors.
“We were always kind of jockeying for position 
to get the outlet,” naeve recalls of her student 
days. She soon took to carrying around her own 
outlet adapter. 
in its last decade, the scarcity of technological 
resources bred long queues in condon’s lino-
leum halls. Students stood in line to print briefs 
on the library’s two printers, to make calls on 
Marian GallaGhEr With StuDEntS
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the single phone in the locker room and to check 
emails on the lounge’s three computer terminals. 
“in the 10 minutes between classes, you had 
to get in, check your email very quickly and get 
back out,” naeve said. those who selfishly lin-
gered to send long messages would earn the ire 
of the entire line.
Some of condon’s shortcomings were alleviated 
by student ingenuity. in the absence of a food 
service, Moses Garcia started a Student Bar as-
sociation food cart. Student volunteers served 
coffee and blueberry cream cheese muffins 
between classes. it was a huge attraction, add-
ing actual breadlines to student life behind the 
concrete curtain.
ultimately, condon’s best redeeming quality was 
the people trapped inside it. Students made the 
best of the bunker’s inconveniences by finding 
reasons to celebrate. naeve fondly recalls the 
“thank Goodness it’s Something” parties in tunks 
lounge, where the cleanliness of the couches was 
questionable, but the kegs were plentiful.
“it was a nice place to have community,”  
she concluded. 
Editor’s Note:  Condon Hall is celebrating its 40th 
birthday. Do you have your own memories of 
Condon Hall? Share them with us by sending to 
Editor Elizabeth Coplan at ecoplan@uw.edu. 
A few choice words:
Guy Towle ’77:
i was in the first class to occupy “concrete con-
don.” one weekend morning a few of us were 
sitting in the “red lounge” and a fellow was 
taking pictures with a big Graphlex camera. one 
of my fellow students piped up and said, “Why 
would you want to take pictures of thiS ugly 
place?” the photographer somewhat forlornly 
admitted that he was the architect and attempt-
ed to describe the “themes” in the building and 
how it fit with law study. he also pointed out with 
pride that the building came in ahead of time 
and under budget and was one of the first state 
buildings to have that honor.
Professor Lea vaughn: 
from the time that i started teaching in condon 
hall in 1984, i regarded it as a dreary, damp build-
ing that was known among its “inmates” as “attica 
West.” But the views of lake union and Portage 
Bay were often breathtaking, especially at sunset, 
and the cafeteria in the terry-lander dorms be-
came the faculty dining room. Dean John Price did 
what he could to warm up the building when he 
had the hallways carpeted (Were you on a brown 
floor? or a blue one?), and he regularly brought 
doughnuts to the faculty lounge where, in a non-
digital age, we’d linger over coffee, the doughnuts 
and various newspapers. 
Bruce robertson ’77: 
condon hall was a place that, once you left, you 
never wanted to return. Maybe it was the cold 
concrete walls. Maybe it was the hard plastic 
seats in the lecture halls. or maybe it was just 
that, as was once famously said about oakland, 
there was no “there” there.
lEft: StuDEntS chEcKinG thE non-ElEctronic BullEtin BoarD at conDon hall    
















Associate Dean for Library & Technology 
services Penny Hazelton ’76:
the concrete baffles on all offices located on the 
south side of condon hall shielded the occupants 
from the sun and were affectionately called 
“Giurgolas,” after one of the architects of the 
building. the “Giurgolas” did shield occupants 
in south facing offices from the sun, but they also 
made the building look like even more of a prison. 
the elevators in condon hall were all bright 
red on the inside, not a relaxing, peaceful color 
(which a person might want if she were stuck 
in said elevator!). the story goes that Mrs. 
Gallagher, chair of the building committee, told 
the architects that the inside of the elevators 
could be any color — except red!
Colleen Kinerk ‘77:
the Student lounge was tucked into the side of the 
concrete behemoth. there were actually windows!
it became a pretty special place because 
students would gather there to escape the 
pressures, share stories of our so-called outside 
lives, laugh a lot and drink really bad coffee.
Dean emeritus roland Hjorth:
i guess i might say that helping complete the 
funding for this project was the most satisfying 
work in my career at the law school.
secretary senior ruth Beardsley:
i loved my office, room 418, for its big windows and 
southern exposure. indoor plants thrived there! 
Every spring condon hall received the gift of 
migrating goldfinches! hundreds of them came to 
spend at least a few days in the leafed-out trees 
between condon hall and nE campus Parkway. 
Kristi Mathisen ’84:
i always thought that condon hall looked a bit 
like a bunker but it was my bunker so i resented 
others who didn’t attend uW law criticizing it.
Program Manager for Law, Technology &  
Arts Group Jennifer snider:
the thing i remember the most is the elevators. 
they always seemed to have problems working 
correctly and the insides of them were com-
pletely red (not a muted red but bright red), 
which was not a good combination for some-
one who is claustrophobic. needless to say i 
avoided them as much as i could, especially 
during the breaks between classes.
Professor steve Calandrillo:
i am actually one of the few professors who 
enjoyed the homey feel of the old concrete 
bunker that is condon hall. it’s where my first 
classes were held in 2000 when i looked more 
like a student than a professor, and i enjoyed  
the community atmosphere in the old 
tunks lounge. Perhaps it was not a modern 
masterpiece, but it’s the people that make the 
building, not the other way around.
secretary senior victoria Parker:
although it had the façade of a prison, the 
views from many of its south-facing offices were 
amazing. at the end of my Secretary Senior 
interview in 2002, i asked to see my office and 
was led to room 718. the sweeping views 
of downtown and Mt. rainier from the huge 
window behind my desk made my final answer 
easy (and quick). through four seasons i saw 
unforgettable sunrises and sunsets and learned 


















a Law Degree 
GorDon campbeLL ’79
in addition to his J.D., campbell holds a Master’s 
in Public affairs degree from the harvard Kennedy 
School of Government. he has spent 12 years in 
new york city government, including stints as chief 
of Staff to the first Deputy Mayor and as commis-
sioner of the Department of homeless Services. 
Public service is a passion of campbell’s. he is 
currently the President and chief Executive officer 
of united Way of new york city, an organization 
that promotes income stability, education and 
health for citizens by connecting people, resources 
and ideas to create a thriving community. he also 
serves as co-chair of the Mayor’s commission 
for an age-friendly new york city, co-chair 
of the city’s Strengthening nonprofits task 
force and as a member of the national PflaG: 
Parents, families, & friends of lesbians and 
as far back as he can remember Gordon Campbell ’79 has been fascinated with 
politics, both nationally and locally. in fact, in junior high school, campbell began 
his career by interning for a state legislator. While at UW law, he worked for 
Phyllis lamphere, then Seattle city council President and the first woman to 
serve as President of the national league of cities. he also interned with Seattle 
city attorney doug Jewett, and worked for him after graduation. 
Gays board. Most recently, campbell accepted 
the opportunity to teach full-time as a Professor 
of Practice with new york university’s robert f. 
Wagner Graduate School of Public Service. 
campbell’s passion for public service began at a 
very young age. “Even though i was only seven 
years old at the time,” campbell recalls, “i vividly 
remember being very impressed by John f. 
Kennedy’s inauguration speech in which he said, 
‘ask not what your country can do for you — ask 
what you can do for your country.’ the sentiment 
reinforced what my parents had instilled in me — 
the importance of giving back.”
“Giving back” means thinking with creativity and 
innovation in order to face the enormous needs 
and challenges facing our communities. 
GorDon caMPBEll ralliES ParticiPantS at unitED Way’S annual BriDGE WalK anD voluntEEr fEStival.
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in 1986, campbell served as Director of Medicaid 
transportation for the new york city human 
resources administration, where he created the 
Division of aiDS Services. “it was the first of its 
kind in new york city, and probably the nation,” 
campbell explains. “new york city was the 
epicenter of the aiDS epidemic, and we had no 
models to look to. at the time, there was little 
understanding of the disease and a great deal 
of fear. the prognosis for most patients was dire 
and there was a large backlog of clients waiting 
to be served. We had to be creative and design 
services on the spot. We were operating with 
limited understanding of the nature of aiDS, a 
rapidly growing client population, as well as an 
environment of fear and anger.” 
critical thinking and innovative ideas were 
essential once again when campbell took over as 
commissioner of the Department of homeless 
Services in 1996. once more, he knew the situation 
was dire. “the homeless were no longer simply 
single, indigent men,” he describes. “We now had 
growing numbers of families becoming homeless, 
and the existing shelter system was not sufficiently 
equipped to handle the increased demand. Many 
families, including children, were sleeping on 
the floors of the Emergency assistance unit. to 
address this, we quickly built a review process as 
families entered the system to determine whether 
they had other housing options, such as living with 
family members. this process resulted in fewer 
entries and shorter stays. on the adult side, we 
also worked to address the underlying reasons for 
clients’ entry into the shelter system by enhancing 
and expanding the continuum of care, including 
substance abuse, mental health and employment 
programs. all together, we were serving 7,200 
single men and 4,500 families at more than 130 
temporary shelter sites.
later, as cEo of Safe horizon, a nyc organization 
serving over 350,000 victims of violence annually, 
he created a wide range of cutting-edge anti-
stalking, anti-trafficking, child abuse and victim-
centered mental health programs.
But the most difficult challenge of his career 
lay ahead. in the wake of the tragic events of 
9/11, Governor Pataki asked campbell and Safe 
horizon to take the lead in providing assistance 
to 9/11 victims and their families. “i’m proud to 
say that working with the September 11th fund, 
jointly created by united Way of new york city 
and the new york community trust, we were 
able to disburse $114 million in cash assistance 
to 50,000 victims, family members and others 
impacted by the tragedy.” campbell continues, 
“our staff grew quickly from approximately 600 
staff members to more than 900 employees 
complemented by 1,000 volunteers. Keep in mind 
that our headquarters were actually located just a 
few blocks from Ground zero. We couldn’t return 
to our headquarters for two weeks and, even then, 
we didn’t have internet, phone or fax capacity until 
mid-December. cell phones were our only option. 

















now at united Way of new york city, campbell 
continues to lead in the tremendous progress the 
organization is making through its community 
impact and achievements in education, income 
and health. the organization no longer measures 
its success merely by counting the numbers of 
individuals served directly by its programs. they 
look to achieve sustainable citywide changes 
in partnership with business, government 
and hundreds of community-based nonprofit 
organizations. 
campbell describes the situation: “We began 
by building on strategies that are known to 
be effective. to those strategies we added 
innovations that merit testing. We rigorously 
evaluated our work and used lessons learned 
to inform and influence systems, policies and 
practices that impact new yorkers citywide. 
“During my time at united Way, we have also 
re-imagined the way we work with our corporate 
partners — bringing value beyond collecting and 
distributing funds. We now offer our corporate 
partners opportunities to actively engage with 
us over a multi-year period to achieve substantial 
impact on community issues of mutual concern: 
the quality of education, the financial stability 
of low-income families and the elimination of 
preventable and costly diseases. We harness 
the skills, talents and intellectual capital of their 
employees in meaningful ways to produce clear 
and concrete results. and we report back r 
egularly to tell companies and their employees 
how their investment in and involvement with 
united Way is making a difference for individuals 
and the community.” toP: GorDon caMPBEll (riGht) With hiP hoP artiSt Jay z, 
Who rEcEntly PErforMED at carnEGiE hall to BEnEfit 
unitED Way Way of nyc.
BottoM: GorDon caMPBEll tEachinG at nEW yorK 
univErSity’S roBErt f. WaGnEr GraDuatE School of 
PuBlic SErvicE. 
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The Gallagher Law Library’s primary mission is to support the curricular and research 
needs of the school of Law. As faculty and students innovate, that means supporting 
their innovation — and the library itself often innovates to do so. 
in fact, Mrs. Marion Gallagher, for whom the law library was named upon her retirement 
in 1981, was a born innovator. for example, she created the Current Index to Legal 
Periodicals (CILP), a weekly list of articles published in academic law journals, organized 
by subject. originally just one page of listings distributed only to our faculty in print, 
today CILP indexes over 650 U.s. journals. The digital version can be found in nearly all 
American law schools, in many law firms and in some foreign law schools.
Today, a major trend in legal education is the rise 
of cross-disciplinary work. And library services 
have become cross-disciplinary too. A reference 
librarian who used to explain how to use legal 
encyclopedias and annotated statutes now speaks 
to classes on public health law, law and genetics, 
and international bioethics, teaching law students 
to use medical databases and public health 
students to use legal databases. A professor 
who researches cases and statutes herself can 
turn to reference librarians for help finding 
articles about neuroscience, economics, history 
or business. When students in the Innocence 
Project Northwest Clinic needed to research 
technical information about forensics, a reference 
librarian prepared a guide and taught a class for 
the students to acquaint them with the major 
resources in forensics research. 
Publication is important to share knowledge and 
analysis. This year, UW Law increased its public 
profile by launching an electronic journal through 
the Social Science Research Network (SSRN). The 
library has provided technical support for this 
project, posting papers for some faculty members 
and training others who prefer to post themselves.
Student scholarship also needs to reach an 
audience. The law library has created a digital 
archive for all of the school’s journals. We hope 
to develop our digital archive further, but loading 
all of the journals’ volumes has been an important 
first step. You can search this web-based digital 
repository directly, and access is also available 
through Google and Bing searches. The repository 
includes the entire contents of the Washington 
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Supporting Innovation the Gallagher Way 
By Mary Whisner
















Law Review; the Pacific Rim Law and Policy Journal; 
the Washington Journal of Law, Technology & 
the Arts; and the new Washington Journal of 
Environmental Law & Policy.
Of course, law librarians and staff help the 
students before publication too. You can’t tell by 
looking, but any published piece has probably 
been touched in some way by many people in 
the library: collection development librarians 
who purchased key resources and subscribed to 
needed databases, circulation staff who checked 
out material to the students, the resource sharing 
librarian who obtained interlibrary loans, reference 
librarians who helped track down citations and 
consulted with student authors about research 
paths, and so on. 
And don’t forget that the library partners with 
innovators at the law school to produce rich, 
content-driven Web sites such as one dedicated to 
the history of the Washington State Constitution.









Studies Research Paper Series, http://www.ssrn.
com/link/U-Washington-LEG.html 
•	Digital.law	journal	archives:
 Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal, https://
digital.law.washington.edu/dspace-law/
handle/1773.1/481 
 Washington Journal of Environmental Law 
& Policy, https://digital.law.washington.edu/
dspace-law/handle/1773.1/1018 
 Washington Journal of Law, Technology & Arts, 
https://digital.law.washington.edu/dspace-law/
handle/1773.1/297 





















Law women’s Caucus Awards reception  April 17, 2012
in the SpoTlighT
1
1 BrahMy PooloGaSinGhaM ‘04 (outStanDinG contriBution to WoMEn in laW aWarD rEciPiEnt),  

















Washington Law Review Banquet  April 27, 2012
2  DEan KEllyE tESty WElcoMES GuEStS to thE Wlr BanQuEt
3  aSSociatE DEan PEnny hazElton PrESEntS rEBEcca lEvinE ’12 With thE aShlEy ScholarShiP.  
 lEvinE WaS on thE EDitorial BoarD of thE WaShinGton laW rEviEW
4 thE Wlr EDitorial BoarD
5 DEan KEllyE tESty; MarK hutchESon ‘67; John M. DaviS, Jr.;  ProfESSor ronalD collinS,  
 harolD ShEfElMan viSitinG Scholar, outStanDinG faculty contriBution aWarD rEciPiEnt;  





Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal 20th Anniversary  April 30, 2012
in the SpoTlighT
1 MarcuS PEarSon ‘12, aSSociatE EDitor-in-chiEf, anD tia SarGEnt ‘12, EDitor-in-chiEf, With DEan tESty
2 GovErnor GrEGoirE rEcEivED thE outStanDinG lEaDErShiP throuGh SErvicE aWarD
3 aWarD rEciPiEntS: laWrEncE B. WEinEr ‘92, Paula c. littlEWooD ‘97, Gov. chriStinE GrEGoirE,  
 Prof. KEith J. hanD ‘00,  With  DEan KEllyE tESty
4 Paula c. littlEWooD ’97 rEcEivED thE DiStinGuiShED Pac riM aluMna aWarD



















reducing racial Disparities  
in washington’s Criminal  
Justice system 
May 3, 2012
6 laW lEcturEr KiM aMBroSE, MoDErator of  
 thE PanEl, lEft, anD ProfESSor Mary fan,  
 convEnEr
7 froM lEft: thE hon. Dan SattErBErG ‘85,  
 KinG county ProSEcutinG attornEy; u.S.  
 DiStrict court JuDGE richarD a. JonES ‘75,  
 WEStErn DiStrict of WaShinGton; officEr  
 JEff GEoGhaGan, SEattlE PolicE  
 DEPartMEnt; JuSticE charlES WiGGinS,  
 WaShinGton SuPrEME court; JuSticE Mary  
 fairhurSt, WaShinGton SuPrEME court;  
 JuSticE StEvEn GonzalEz, WaShinGton  
 SuPrEME court; liSa DauGaarD,  
 SuPErviSor, racial DiSParity ProJEct anD  





Alumni recognition Dinner May 8, 2012
1 DaviD StoBauGh ‘ 75, JuDy BEnDich ’75, WinnEr of thE SErvicE rEcoGnition aWarD, StEPhEn StronG ‘75
2 ProfESSor StEvE calanDrillo, DuStin BEuhlEr ’07, WinnEr of thE rEcEnt GraDuatE aWarD,  
 JEnnifEr KEnt fauBion ’07, 
3 thE hon. roBErt laSniK ’78, WinnEr of thE DiStinGuiShED aluMni aWarD, anD DEan KEllyE tESty 
4 nathan BarnES ‘12, thEn StuDEnt Bar aSSociation PrESiDEnt 


















2 5 GovErnor chriStinE GrEGoirE aDDrESSinG thE GraDuatES, faculty anD GuEStS at thE 2012  
 uW School of laW coMMEncEMEnt 
6 Million lEnJiSo ’12 hEalth laW ll.M., DEan tESty anD GovErnor GrEGoirE 
7 alySSa PoMPonio ‘12 anD aSSiStant DEan MichElE StorMS
8 GraDuatE DEBorah ByrnE ‘12, GuiDE DoG EMEry, DEan tESty, GovErnor GrEGoirE




























1 John DaviS ’40 anD JacK MacDonalD ‘40
2 GEorGE KarGianiS ’52, JuSticE roBErt uttEr ’54, hon. norMan Quinn ’58 anD hon. WalDo StonE ‘49
3 Prof. EMErituS MarJoriE roMBauEr ’60, hon. carolyn DiMMicK ’53, GaylE Barry ’59 anD hon. Mary BrucKEr ‘58
4 DoMinicK Driano ’56, John coStEllo ’54 anD Evan inSlEE ‘56
5 DaylE ziMMEr anD WilliaM WilSon ‘61










GoLDen aLumni Luncheon continued
 7 Jon JonSSon ’54 anD hErBErt fullEr ‘54
 8 Evan inSlEE ‘56 anD DEan tESty
 9 hEnry hEcKEnDorn ‘48, John DaviS ‘40 anD roDMan MillEr ‘51
 10 MauricE EPStEin ‘54 anD GEorGE KarGianiS ‘52
1 1  MEGan KruSE MucKlEStonE, BoB MucKlEStonE ‘54, hErB & carol fullEr, Both ‘54

























Opinio Juris: The International Law 
of the Sea: A Treaty for Thee; Cus-
tomary International Law for Me? 




Opinio Juris: Will Compulsory 
Dispute Settlement Sink the 
LOS Convention in the Senate? 




Op-Ed, Do State Governments Have 
the Power to Regulate Oceangoing 
Vessels Outside Their Waters by 
Treating Regulations as a ‘Condition 
for Entry’ into Their Ports?, MaritiMe 
executive, May 2012.
“Give the Law of the Sea Conven-
tion a Fair Hearing Before Decid-
ing”, Fox News, May 2012.
Editorial, The Time is Now to Act to 
Protect U.S. Interests in the Arctic, 
Fox News, Apr. 2012.
In light of the recent cruise ship 
disaster, Professor Allen describes a 
scenario of a vessel capsizing in freez-
ing waters in The Day, Jan. 2012.
Professor Craig Allen reviews two 
historical maritime cases to put the 
Concordia disaster into perspective, 
Fox News, Jan. 2012.
Publications
Be Skeptical of Rigid ‘In Extremis’ 
Dogma Beyond COLREGS,  
Prof. Mariner, Oct.-Nov. 42-46  
(Oct-Nov. 2012).
U.S. Supreme Court Rejects PMSA’s 
Challenge to California’s Vessel  
Fuel Rule, Pac. Mar. Mag., 26-28 
(Aug. 2012).
The Seabots Are Coming Here: 
Should They Be Treated as ‘Ves-
sels’?, 65 J. navigation 749-52 (2012).
Future Ports Scenarios for 21st Centu-
ry Port Strategic Planning, 79 J. transP. 
L. Logist. & PoL’y 89-137 (2012).
Admiralty’s In Extremis Doctrine: 
What Can Be Learned from the 
Restatement (Third) of Torts Ap-
proach?, 43 J. Mar. L. & coM. 155-
193 (2012).
Proving Corporate Criminal Liability 
for Negligence in Vessel Manage-
ment and Operations: An Allision-




and the Rule of Law, U.S. Naval War 
College/Asia-Pacific Centre for Mili-
tary Law Workshop on International 
Maritime Security Cooperation, 
Aug., 2012 (Pearl Harbor, HI).
Moderator, Leadership for Arctic 
Maritime Safety, U.S. Coast Guard 
Academy and University of Califor-
nia Berkeley School of Law, Law of 
the Sea Institute, Leadership for the 
Arctic Conference, Apr. 12, 2012 
(New London, CT).
Moderator, Legal Issues in Deploy-
ment/Employment of UMVs, Naval 
War College, Unmanned Maritime 
System Legal Workshop, Mar. 20, 
2012 (Newport, RI).
Legal Issues Posed by Unmanned 
Marine and Aerial Systems, Yale Law 
School, National Security Group, 
Mar. 5, 2012 (New Haven, CT).
Challenges and Opportunities of 
Military and Civilian Law Practice, 
Coast Guard Academy’s Cadet 
Law Society, Feb. 3, 2012 (New 
London, CT).
The Role of the Center for Maritime 
Policy and Strategy in Developing 
Leaders of Character, New London 





Professor Lisa Kelly had the pleasure 
of introducing Professor Kimberly 
Ambrose as the 2012 Shanara 
Gilbert Award winner at the AALS 
Clinical Law Conference on May 2, 


















Ceding Power and Seeding 
Power: Towards A Model of Non-
Hierarchical Clinical Education, 
10th International Clinical Legal 
Education Conference, Jul. 11, 2012 
(Durham, UK).
Working Smarter Together for Juve-
nile Justice: Leveraging MacArthur 
Models for Change Initiative and 
Recommendations from the Race 
and Criminal Justice Task Force, 
17th Annual Access to Justice and 
Bar Leaders Conference, June 9, 
2012 (Yakima, WA).
Moderator, Juvenile Justice and Ra-
cial Disproportionality, Youth Panel, 
Mar. 28, 2012 (Olympia, WA).
ROBERT ANDERSON
Presentations
How Far Have We Come? Govern-
ment Policy and Native Sovereignty, 
University of Tulsa, Thomas Gil-
crease Museum, Conference on Na-
tive American Self-Determination, 
May 23, 2012 (Tulsa, OK).
Panelist, Land, University of Colo-
rado Law School, A Life of Contribu-
tions for All Times: Symposium in 
Honor of David H. Getches, Apr. 27, 
2012 (Boulder, CO).
THOMAS ANDREWS &  
ROBERT ARONSON (RETIRED)
Publications
toM andrews, rob aronson, 
Mark fuciLe & art LachMan, the 
Law of Lawyering in washington 




Too Many Tiaras: Conflicting Fidu-
ciary Duties in the Family-Owned 
Business Context, 49 hous. L. rev. 
233-90 (2012).
Presentations
Asset Protection Trusts in the United 
States, University of Liechtenstein, 
Trust Conference: Private Wealth 
Preservation, Apr. 26, 2012 (Vaduz, 
Liechtenstein).
Panelist, The Beginning of the End 
of Anonymity?, University of Liech-
tenstein, Trust Conference: Private 
Wealth Preservation, Apr. 26, 2012 
(Vaduz, Liechtenstein).
Panelist, Elder Law in the United 
States and Canada—Practical 
and Ethical Advice for the Family-
Oriented Practitioner, American Bar 
Association, Senior Lawyers Divi-
sion Spring Meeting, Apr. 20, 2012 
(Vancouver, Canada).
Remains of the Day: Issues at 
Death Regarding Disposition of 
Remains and Your Digital Presence, 
Washington State Bar Association, 
Annual Senior Lawyers Conference, 
May 11, 2012 (Seattle, WA).
STEVE CALANDRILLO
News
Letter to the Editor, Facebook Of-
fers an Organ Donor Option, seattLe 
tiMes bLog (May 2, 2012, 4:00 PM).
Presentations
Putting Humpty Dumpty Back To-
gether Again: An Economic Analysis 
of the Eggshell Plaintiff Rule, with 
Dustin Buehler, American Law & 
Economics Association, Annual 




Ronald K.L. Collins & David M. Sk-
over, The Digital Path of the Law, in 
LegaL education in the digitaL age 13-
33, Edward Rubin ed., Cambridge 
University Press, (2012).
Ronald K.L. Collins & David M. 
Skover, The Guardians of Knowl-
edge in the Modern State: Post’s 
Republic and the First Amendment, 
87 wash. L. rev. 369-95 (2012).
RYAN CALO
Publications
Against Notice Skepticism in Privacy 




Professor Dwight Drake continues 
to write for his financial matters 
blog, Plain Talk Planning.
MARY FAN
News
Professor Mary Fan was elected to 
the American Law Institute. She also 
has been appointed to the Advisory 
Committee of the Model Penal 
Code Sexual Assault Crimes Project.
Publications
Rebellious State Crimmigration 
Enforcement and the Foreign  
Affairs Power, 89 wash. u. L. rev. 
1269-1308 (2012).
Beyond Budget-Cut Criminal Jus-
tice, 90 n. c. L. rev. 581-654 (2012).
Panopticism for Police: Structural 
Reform Bargaining and Police Regu-
lation by Data-Driven Surveillance, 




vacy by Assumption, u. Pa. J. const. 
L. 953-88 (2012).
Decentralizing STD Surveillance,  
11 yaLe J. heaLth PoL’y L. & ethics 
132-69 (2012).
Presentations
Panelist, Criminal Law and 
Procedure – What Use Are Legal 
Academics?, Southeastern 
Association of Law Schools, 2012 
Annual Conference, Aug. 2, 2012 
(Amelia Island, FL).
Beyond Budget-Cut Criminal 
Justice, Georgia State University, 
Conference on the Criminal Justice 
System in a Time of Economic Melt-
down, Jan. 27, 2012 (Atlanta, GA).
Panelist, Beyond Budget-Cut Crimi-
nal Justice, Association of American 
Law Schools, Annual Meeting, Hot 
Topics Panel, Alternatives to Mass 
Incarceration: Taking Advantage 




Ethics for Mediators, with Alan Kirt-
ley, 19th Annual Northwest Dispute 




Fostering the Business of Innova-
tion: The Untold Story of Bowers v. 
Baystate Technologies, 7 wash. J. L. 
tech. & arts 445-66 (2012).
Presentations
Intellectual Property Protection and 
Licensing in the Software Industry, 
Renmin University School of Law, 
Jun. 25, 2012 (Beijing, China).
Intellectual Property Protection and 
Licensing in the Software Industry, 
International Judicial Conference 
on IP Protection for the Information 
Age, Jun. 18, 2012 (Nanjing, China).
MICHAEL HATFIELD
Publications
the ethics of tax Lawyering (E-Lang-
dell E-casebook Series) (2011).
Legal Ethics and Federal Taxes, 
1945-1965: Patriotism, Duties, and 
Advice, 12 fLa. tax rev. 1-57 (2012).
Tax Lawyers, Tax Defiance, and the 
Ethics of Casual Conversation, 10 
fLa. tax rev. 841-67 (2011).
PENNY HAZELTON
Publications
Law Students and the New Law 
Library: An Old Paradigm, in LegaL 
education in the digitaL age 158-82 
(Edward Rubin ed., Cambridge 
University Press 2012).
Presentations
Legal Research and Writing, Wash-
ington State Bar Association Read-
mission CLE, Aug. 16 & 17, 2012.
MAUREEN HOWARD
Presentations
Making Scientific Evidence Un-
derstandable to a Jury, Univer-
sity of Washington Department of 
Genome Sciences, Sept. 6, 2012 
(Seattle, WA).
Direct and Cross-Examination 
Techniques Using Exhibits and 
Impeachment, National Institute of 
Trial Advocacy Northwest Regional 
Trial Skills Program, Sept. 4-5, 2012 
(Seattle, WA).
Persuasively Arguing Motions in Trial 
Court, Paul Hastings, July 19, 2012 
(Washington, DC).
Defense Lawyers as Co-teachers 
in a Law School Prosecution Clinic, 
Ethical Practice in the Criminal 
Justice System: Finding Common 
Ground, National Institute for 
Teaching Ethics and Professionalism, 
Jun. 24, 2012 (Seattle, WA).
Controlling the Witness on Cross-
Examination, Baker Botts, Apr. 30, 
2012 (Boulder, CO). 
STEWART JAY
Publications
On Slippery Constitutional Slopes 
and the Affordable Care Act, 44 
conn. L. rev. 1133-1212 (2012).
YONG-SUNG (JONATHAN) KANG
Presentations
Judicialization from Above or 
Below? Politics and the Korean 
Constitutional Court, Law and So-
ciety Association, Annual Meeting 
and 2012 International Conference 
on Law and Society, Jun. 8, 2012 
(Honolulu, HI).
Chair and discussant, Production of 
Legal Professionals: Myths and Reali-
ties, Law and Society Association, 
Annual Meeting and 2012 Inter-
national Conference on Law and 
Society, Jun. 7, 2012 (Honolulu, HI).
Judicialization from Above or Be-
low? Mega-Politics and the Korean 
Constitutional Court, Woodrow 
Wilson International Center for 
Scholars, Politics and the Judiciary 




















Professor Kang’ara was appointed 
as the Founding Dean of Riara Law 
School in Nairobi, Kenya, which 
opened in September 2012.
Publications
Beyond Bed and Bread: Making 
the African State Through Marriage 
Reform — Constitutive and Transfor-
mative Influences in Anglo-Ameri-
can Legal Thought, 9 hastings race 
& Poverty L.J. 353-95 (2012).
Presentations
Thrice Beaten Never Shy? Gender 
and Kenya’s New Constitutional 
Equality Doctrine, Albany Law 
School, Africa and International 
Law: Taking Stock and Moving For-
ward, Apr. 2012 (Albany, NY).
LISA KELLY
News
Professor Kelly joined the QLaw 
Foundation Board and was named 
chair of the QYouth Committee.
Presentations
Ceding Power and Seeding 
Power: Toward a Nonhierarchical 
Model of Clinical Legal Education, 
International Journal of Clinical 
Legal Education Conference, July 
13, 2012 (Newcastle, England).
Ethical Representation of Youth in 
Child Welfare Proceedings, Reason-




Ethics for Mediators, with Julia 
Gold, 19th Annual Northwest Dis-




Professor Lombardi was announced 
as the series co-editor of a new 
Oxford University Press book 
series, entitled Oxford Islamic Legal 
Studies. The first in the series was 
published July 2012.  
Professor Lombardi served as a 
member of a bipartisan Task Force 
sponsored by the Council on For-
eign Relations to help define a new 
partnership between the United 
States and Turkey, May 2011-May 
2012.
Publications
reLigion and huMan security: a gLob-
aL PersPective (James K. Wellman, Jr. 
& Clark B. Lombardi eds., Oxford 
University Press, 2012). 344 pages.
Clark B. Lombardi & James K. Well-
man, Jr., Introduction: Religion and 
Human Security: An Understudied 
Relationship, in reLigion and huMan 
security: a gLobaL PersPective 1-17 
(James K. Wellman, Jr. & Clark B. 
Lombardi eds., Oxford University 
Press, 2012).
C. Christine Fair & Clark B. Lom-
bardi, Popular Muslim Attitudes 
Towards Violent Islamic Groups: 
The Case of Pakistan, in reLigion and 
huMan security: a gLobaL PersPective 
67-93 (James K. Wellman, Jr. & Clark 
B. Lombardi eds., Oxford University 
Press, 2012).
James K. Wellman, Jr. & Clark B. 
Lombardi, Postscript: Lessons for 
Policymakers about Religion and 
Human Security, in reLigion and 
huMan security: a gLobaL PersPective 
285-89 (James K. Wellman, Jr. & 




Remedying the Misuse of Nature, 
utah L. rev. 141-208 (2012).
Presentations
Panelist, Precautionary Principle: 
Regulatory and Tort Perspectives, As-
sociation of American Law Schools, 
2012 Mid-Year Meeting, Workshop 
on Torts, Environment and Disaster, 
Jun. 8, 2012 (Berkeley, CA).
ANITA KRUG
Presentations
The Modern Corporation Magni-
fied: Managerial Accountability in 
Financial Services Holding Compa-
nies, University College of London, 
Fourth Conference of the Adolf 
A. Berle, Jr. Center on Corpora-
tions, Law & Society, Jun. 15, 2012 
(London, UK).
Corporations Beyond Corporate 
Law: The Failure of the Corporate 
Governance Paradigm in U.S. In-
vestment Company Regulation, Law 
and Society Association, Annual 
Meeting and 2012 International 
Conference on Law and Society, 
Jun. 8, 2012 (Honolulu, HI).
Moderator, Due Diligence and 
SEC Compliance, from a Business 
Perspective, Seattle Alternative 
Investment Association, May 16, 
2012 (Seattle, WA).
Panelist, Changes to the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940, 32d Annual 
Northwest Securities Institute, Apr. 
13, 2012 (Seattle, WA).
54
Recent faculty news
counciL on foreign reLations, u.s.-
turkey reLations: a new PartnershiP 
(Independent Task Force Rep. No. 
69, 2012) (Clark B. Lombardi, task 
force member).
Presentations
What Happens When a Constitution 
Is Merely an Agreement to Agree: 
The Sociopolitical Foundations and 
Effects of Egypt’s 1971 Constitution, 
National University of Singapore 
Faculty Research Colloquium, Aug. 
2012 (Singapore).
Constitutionalism, Constitutional 
Emergence, and Islam, Workshop 
on Comparative Constitutional Law 
& State Building: Beyond Liberal-
ism, National University of Singa-
pore, Aug. 2012 (Singapore).
DEBORAH MARANVILLE
Publications
Deborah Maranville, Kate O’Neill 
& Carolyn Plumb, Lessons for Legal 
Education from the Engineer-
ing Profession’s Experience with 
Outcomes-Based Accreditation, 38 
wM. MitcheLL L. rev. 1017-93 (2012).
SHANNON WEEKS McCORMACK
Publications
Too Close to Home: Limiting the 
Organizations Subsidized by the 
Charitable Deduction to Those in 




Professor McMurtrie was selected 
as the winner of the Outstanding 
Public Service Award, by the Uni-
versity of Washington, April 2012.
PETER NICOLAS
News
Professor Nicolas’ book review of 
Dale Carpenter’s book, “Flagrant 
Conduct: The Story of Lawrence v. 
Texas,” appeared in the Washing-
ton Independent Review of Books, 
May 2012.
Professor Peter Nicolas was ap-
pointed an Adjunct for the Gender, 
Women & Sexuality Studies (GWSS) 
Department, July 2012.
Publications
fLorida and federaL evidence ruLes, 
2012-2013 (Aspen Publishers 2012). 
845 pages. 
new york and federaL evidence ruLes, 




Hired to Invent vs. Works Made for 
Hire: Resolving the Inconsistency 
Among Rights of Corporate Person-
hood, Authorship, and Inventorship, 
35 seattLe u. L. rev. 1227-46 (2012).
Transforming Professional Ser-
vices to Build Regional Innovation 
Ecosystems, in entrePreneurshiP and 
innovation in evoLving econoMies: the 
roLe of Law (Megan M. Carpenter 
ed., Edward Elgar Publishing 2012).
Presentations
The Missing Context of the IP 
Clause: Madison, Jefferson, and the 
Influence of the French Philosophes 
Encyclopedie Project, Stanford Law 
School, 12th Annual Intellectual 
Property Scholars Conference, 
Aug. 9, 2012 (Stanford, CA).
Teaching Biotech, Association of 
American Law Schools, Mid-Year 
Meeting, Workshop on When 
Technology Disrupts Law: How Do 
IP, Internet and Biolaw Adapt?, Jun. 
11, 2012 (Berkeley, CA).
Speech, Authorship, and Inventor-
ship: A New Approach to Corpo-
rate Personhood, Law and Society 
Association, Annual Meeting and 
2012 International Conference 
on Law and Society, Jun. 8, 2012 
(Honolulu, HI).
Discussant, Law and Entrepreneur-
ship: Legal Infrastructure and Advis-
ing Entrepreneurs, Law and Society 
Association, Annual Meeting and 
2012 International Conference 
on Law and Society, Jun. 5, 2012 
(Honolulu, HI).
Hub Firms, Network Orchestra-
tion, and Growth in Technology 
Industries, Gruter Institute for Law 
and Behavioral Research, Economic 
Growth: Costs, Causes, and Effects, 
May 24, 2012 (Squaw Valley, CA).
Speech, Authorship, and Inventor-
ship: A New Approach to Corporate 
Personhood, Gruter Institute for Law 
and Behavioral Research, Innova-
tion, Economic Growth and Human 
Behavior, May 22, 2012 (Squaw 
Valley, CA).
Speech, Authorship, and Inventor-
ship: A New Approach to Corporate 
Personhood, University of Oregon 
School of Law, Faculty Colloquium, 
May 4, 2012 (Eugene, OR).
KATE O’NEILL
Publications
Deborah Maranville, Kate O’Neill 
& Carolyn Plumb, Lessons for Legal 
Education from the Engineer-
ing Profession’s Experience with 
Outcomes-Based Accreditation, 38 
wM. MitcheLL L. rev. 1017-93 (2012).
Presentations
Teaching Informs Research, 
Northwest Regional Legal Writing 
Conference, University of Oregon 


















Transnational Corporations and 
the Incongruity of Their Rights and 
Responsibilities under International 
Law, University of Washington, Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, Simpson 
Center for the Humanities, Cosmo-
politan Rights and Responsibilities, 
May 12, 2012 (Seattle, WA).
Speaker, Business Law as Public 
Interest Law Conference, UC  
Irvine School of Law, Apr. 2012. 
(Irvine, CA).
Panelist, Water, University of Colo-
rado Law School, A Life of Contribu-
tions for All Times: Symposium in 
Honor of David H. Getches, Apr. 27, 
2012 (Boulder, CO).
Adequacy of Existing Environmen-
tal Law to Meet the Challenges of 
Sustainability, Seattle University 
School of Law, Washington Lawyers 
for Sustainability, and the Albers 
School of Business and Economics, 
Sustainability and the Law Sympo-
sium: Making Sustainability Legal, 
Economically Viable, and Socially 
Just, Apr. 20, 2012 (Seattle, WA).
Moderator, Perspectives on Siting a 
Coal Shipping Facility in Bellingham 
for Exporting Coal Transported 
There by Rail, Seattle University 
School of Law, Washington Lawyers 
for Sustainability, and Albers School 
of Business and Economics, Sustain-
ability and the Law Symposium: 
Making Sustainability Legal, Eco-
nomically Viable, and Socially Just, 
Apr. 20, 2012 (Seattle, WA).
STEPHEN ROSENBAUM
News
Participated in a “US-Japan Disabil-
ity Rights Law and Policy Exchange,” 
sponsored by Disability Rights 
Education & Defense Fund, Berke-
ley, CA (Aug. 30, 2012) with other 
lawyers and law professors from the 
US and Japan.
Publications
Clinique To Go: Changing Legal 
Practice in One African Nation in Six 
Days, int’L J. cLinicaL LegaL educ., no. 
17, 59-97 (2012).
Presentations
The Arab Spring: One Year Later, 
with Katie Zoglin, Bar Association 




Professor Rivin participated in a 
forum discussing the role of human 
rights in women’s health and was at 
the World Congress on Bioethics in 
Rotterdam to discuss the University 
Biomedical Ethics and Humanities 
network, Jun. 2012.
Presentations
Moderator, Health: A Human Right?, 
9th Annual Western Regional 
International Health Conference, 
Apr. 28, 2012 (Seattle, WA).
WILLIAM RODGERS
Publications
EnvironmEntal law (Thomson/West 
Supp. 2012). 4 vols.
Presentations
The Fuel of Falsehoods, the Endur-
ance of Lies: A True Story of Sub-
stantive NEPA, National Association 
of Environmental Professionals 
and the Northwest Association of 
Environmental Professionals, NEPA 




Professor Ramastastry was elected 
to the National Advisory Council 
of the North American South Asian 
Bar Association Jun. 2012.
Professor Ramasastry was invited 
to join the Global Agenda Council 
on Human Rights at the World 
Economic Forum, Jun. 2012.
Reappointed as Secretary to the 
Uniform Law Commission (2012-13).
Appointed Vice Chair, Drafting 
Committee, Act on Prevention  
and Remedies for Human Trafficking 
(Uniform Law Commission),  
Mar. 2012.
Professor Ramasastry continued 
to write articles for Verdict, with 
topics covering legal issues relating 
to technology, social media and 
privacy, May-Aug. 2012.
Professor Ramasastry joined the 
European Union expert roundtable 
on human rights in the Information 
and Communication Technology 
sector, May 2012.
Presentations
Panelist, ABA Presidential Center 
Showcase Program discussing hu-
man trafficking on a global scale, 
Aug. 2012 (Chicago, IL).
Panelist, Public Sector Corruption 
and Private Business Firms, Wharton 
School of Business, University 






Professor Said blogs regularly on 
Concurring Opinions.
Presentations
Reverse Engineering Textual 
Meaning, 12th Annual IP Scholars 
Conference, Stanford Law School 
Aug. 9, 2012 (Stanford, CA).
Copyright Law and the Ethics 
of Nonfiction, Law and Society 
Association, Annual Meeting and 
2012 International Conference 
on Law and Society, Jun. 8, 2012 
(Honolulu, HI).
Panelist, Rob Merges’ Justifying 
Intellectual Property, Notre Dame 
Law School, Conference on Rob 
Merges’ New Book Justifying 
Intellectual Property, Apr. 27, 2012 
(Notre Dame, IN).
Copyright in Characters: A Literary 
Perspective, Lewis & Clark Law 
School, IP in the Trees Series, Apr. 
4, 2012 (Portland, OR).
Copyright in Literary Characters, 
Whittier Law School, Mar. 20, 2012 
(Costa Mesa, CA).
Incorporating Literary Methods and 
Texts in Teaching Tort Law, Associa-
tion of American Law Schools, Panel 
on Pedagogical Approaches to the 
Humanities in Law Schools, Jan. 6, 
(Washington, DC).
Publications
Incorporating Literary Methods and 
Texts in the Teaching of Tort Law, 3 
caLif. L. rev. circuit 170-81 (2012).
The Legal Distinction Between Taxes 
and Fees and the Implications of 
Those Distinctions on Court System 
Funding Through “Fees”, Wash-
ington Administrative Office of the 
Courts, Board for Judicial Adminis-
tration, Aug. 1, 2012 (Sea-Tac, WA).
TOSHIKO TAKENAKA
News
Toshiko Takenaka spoke on various 
patent topics at conferences in 
China, Korea and Japan and co-
chaired with Chief Justice Xiangjun 
Kong from the Supreme People’s 
Court of China a judicial conference 
for Chinese Supreme Court and 
High Court judges. 
Presentations
Mayo v. Prometheus Supreme 
Court Decision: Case and Impact on 
Patentability of Biotechnological and 
Software Related Inventions, AIPPI 
Japan Group, July 4, 2012 (Tokyo, 
Japan). 
Mayo v. Prometheus Supreme 
Court Decision: Case and Impact on 
Patentability of Biotechnological and 
Software Related Inventions, Japan 
Patent Attorney Assocation Osaka 
Group, July 3, 2012 (Osaka, Japan). 
Moderator, Patent Strategy 
Conference, Osaka Institute of 
Technology IP Department, July 1, 
2012 (Osaka, Japan).
Moderator, Patent Strategy Confer-
ence, Waseda RCLIP Seminar, June 
30, 2012 (Tokyo, Japan).
Moderator, IP and Global Health 
Conference, Tokyo Medical  
Dental University, June 29, 2012  
(Tokyo, Japan).
On Line Patent Infringement: Third 
Party Patent Infringement Liability, 
Judicial Conference co-sponsored 
by UW CASRIP and the People’s 
Supreme Court of China, June 18-
22, 2012 (Nanjing, China).
SALLIE SANFORD
News
Sallie Sanford wrote an Op-ed 
about the Affordable Care Act deci-
sion for Jurist, July 2012.
Professor Sanford discussed the 
impacts of the new health care 
reform and the Supreme Court’s 
ruling on a number of media outlets 
including KUOW and KING 5 TV, 
June-July 2012.
Presentations
Basic Health: Its History, Present, 
and ACA-Option Future, American 
Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics, 
Medicine and Ethics’ 35th Annual 
Health Law Professors Conference, 
Jun. 9, 2012 (Tempe, AZ). 
The Supreme Court’s ACA Decision 
and “the Neediest Among Us,” 
University of Washington Bioethics 




Hugh Spitzer presented on the 
Washington State Constitution to 
the Legislative Scholars Program in 
Olympia, July 2012.
Editorial, Would Washington State 
Courts Uphold Stricter Gun Laws, 
seattLe tiMes, June 2012.
Presentations
Separation of Powers: The 
Legislature and the Judiciary.  


















On Line Patent Infringement: Third 
Party Patent Infringement Liability, 
East China University of Political 
Science and Law, June 14, 2012 
(Shanghai, China).
America Invents Act:  
Comparative Law Perspective,  
Korea IP Association, June 12,  
2012 (Seoul, Korea).
Role of Patent System in Promoting 
Industry and Innovations: Japanese 
and U.S. Experiences, U.S. China 
Intellectual Property Adjudication 
Conference, Renmin University, May 
28-30, 2012  
(Beijing, China).
Publications
chiteki Zaisanhô no rironteki tankyû 
[theoreticaL research on inteLLectuaL 
ProPerty Law] (Takabayashi Ryû, 
Mimura Ryôichi & Toshiko Takenaka 
eds., Nihon Hyôronsha, 2012).  
462 pages.
Chief Judge Rader’s Contributions 
to Comparative Patent Law, 7 wash. 
J.L. tech. & arts 379-404 (2012).
Serious Flaw of Employee Invention 
Ownership under the Bayh-Dole Act 
in Stanford v. Roche: Finding the 
Missing Piece of the Puzzle in the 
German Employee Invention Act, 20 
tex. inteLL. ProP. L.J. 281-326 (2012).
Has the United States Adopted a 
First-to-File System Through Ameri-
ca Invents Act?: A Comparative Law 
Analysis of Patent Priority under 
First-Inventor-to-File, gewerbLicher 
rechtsschutZ und urheberrecht inter-
nationaLer teiL [grur int’L] (Ger.), no. 
4, 2012, at 304-12.
Beikoku wa hontô ni Amerika Hatsu-
meihô de sengan shugi ni ikôshita 
no ka: Sen hatsumeisha shutsugan 
seido (First-Inventor-to-File System)
no hikakuhôteki bunseki [Is the Unit-
ed States Really Moving Toward a 
First to File System under American 
Invention Law?: A Comparative Law 
Analysis of the First to File System], 
54 Law & tech. 29-43 (2012).
Exercise of Patent Rights Under 
Japanese Anti-Monopoly 
Prevention Law: A Comparative 
Law Perspective, in Competition 
Law and Intellectual Property: 
The European Perspective 
285-91(Gabriella Muscolo, 
Giandonato Caggiano & Marina 
Tavassi eds., Wolters Kluwer 2012).
KELLYE TESTY
News
Dean Testy co-chaired the Law 
School Development Conference 
XI at Grand Teton National Park in 
Wyoming, May 2012.
Presentations
Moderator, Businesses and Human 
Trafficking, University of Washington 
School of Law and Seattle University 
School of Law, Human Trafficking, 
Forced Labor and Corporate 




Feeling at Home: Narrative, Law, 
Cognition and Evolution, Society 
for Evolutionary Analysis in the Law, 
Apr. 20, 2012 (Atlanta, GA).
Neuroscience and Workplace 
Abuse, Society for Evolutionary 




Professor Watts was elected to the 
governing council for the ABA’s 
Section of Administrative Law and 
Regulatory Practice. She will serve 
on the 2012-2015 Council of Of-
ficers.
Online Alexander Bickel 
Symposium: Certiorari—at the Bar 
of Law or Politics?, SCOTUSblog, 
Aug. 2012.
Publications
Justice Stevens’s Black Leather Arm 
Chair, 106 nw. u. L. rev. 845-49 
(2012).
Regulatory Moratoria, 61 duke L.J. 
1885-1955 (2012).
Presentations
Chair, Roundtable — The Way We 
Teach: Improving Interdisciplinary 
Conversations about Teaching Law, 
Law and Society Association, An-
nual Meeting and 2012 International 
Conference on Law and Society, 
Jun. 7, 2012 (Honolulu, HI).
The Structural Exceptionalism of 
Bankruptcy Administration, with 
Rafael Pardo, Law and Society As-
sociation, Annual Meeting and 2012 
International Conference on Law and 
Society, Jun. 5, 2012 (Honolulu, HI).
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Recent faculty Publications & Presentations
JANE WINN
Publications 
The Cape Town Convention’s 
International Registry: Decoding 
the Secrets of Success in Global 
Electronic Commerce, 1 caPe town 
convention J. 25-51 (2012). 
Jane winn & benJaMin wright, the 
Law of eLectronic coMMerce (4th ed. 
Aspen 2012 no. 2).
Bruno Deffains & Jane K. Winn, 
The Effects of Electronic Commerce 
Technologies on Business Contract-
ing Behaviors, in governance, regu-
Lations and Powers on the internet 
344-66 (Eric Brousseau, Meryem 
Marzouki & Cécile Méadel eds., 
Cambridge University Press 2012).
Presentations
Teaching Contract Drafting with 
Contracts Filed in SEC EDGAR 
Database, Center for Computer-As-
sisted Legal Instruction, CALI Con-
ference for Law School Computing, 
Jun. 22, 2012 (San Diego, CA).
Globalization, Legal Pluralism, and 
Islamic Law: Self-Regulation in 
Islamic Finance and Halal Products, 
Law and Society Association, 
Annual Meeting and 2012 
International Conference of Law 
and Society, Jun. 5, 2012  
(Honolulu, HI).
Recent Developments in Electronic 
Payments Law, NACHA Payments 
2012, Apr. 30, 2012 (Baltimore, MD).
Co-chair, with Dongsheng Zang, 
New Perspectives on IPR Teaching 
in China: Judicial Decisions, 
Tsinghua University School of Law., 
Apr. 8, 2012 (Beijing, China).
Innovations in IPR Teaching 
Methods and Materials, Tsinghua 
University School of Law, New 
Perspectives on IPR Teaching in 
China: Judicial Decisions, Apr. 8, 
2012 (Beijing, China).
Using Cases to Teach Common 
Law, with Dongsheng Zang, Tsing-
hua University School of Law, New 
Perspectives on IPR Teaching in 




The Problem of Unity and Diversity 
in International Human Rights, in 1 
naM yearbook on huMan rights and 
cuLturaL diversity 13-42 (Kamran 
Hashemi & Linda Briskman eds., 
NAM Center for Human Rights and 
Cultural Diversity 2012).
The Critical Imperative, the crit, 11 
pages, (Summer 2012).
Presentations
The Impossible Ethics of the Real, 
2012 Critical Legal Conference, 
Sept. 16, 2012 (Stockholm, Sweden).
DONGSHENG ZANG
Publications
China’s “Attitude” Toward Human 
Rights: Reading Hungdah Chiu in 
the Era of the Iraq War, 27 Md. J. 
int’L L. 263-303 (2012).
Presentations
China’s International Behavior: A 
Critique of Cultural Conception of 
Risk in International Politics, Cornell 
Law School, Clarke Program in East 
Asian Law and Culture: 2012 Col-
loquium Series, Sept. 20, 2012.
Moderator, New Perspectives on 
IPR Teaching in China: Judicial 
Decisions, with Jane Winn, Tsinghua 
University School of Law, Workshop, 
Apr. 2012 (Beijing, China).
On April 8-9, Dongsheng Zang and 
Jane Winn co-chaired a workshop 
on New Perspectives on IPR Teach-
ing in China: Judicial Decisions, at 
Tsinghua University School of Law 
in Beijing.
Using Cases to Teach Common Law, 
with Jane Winn, Tsinghua University 
School of Law, New Perspectives on 
IPR Teaching in China: Judicial Deci-


















PeRsonal and PRofessional news fRom alumni
70s
RONALD COX ’73 received the 
Outstanding Judge Award at 
the King County Bar Association 
(KCBA) Annual Awards Dinner. 
Cox has spent 17 years on the 
Washington State Court of Appeals. 
Northwest with great enthusiasm. 
I enrolled in the law school in the 
Fall of 1971 and had a year that I 
will never forget. 
While I transferred to the University 
of Chicago Law School after my 
first year, I also credit that first year 
at UW with so much of what I later 
went on to do.
My classmates might remember 
that I was elected in the Spring of 
1972 as student body president 
(as a 1L!) largely because of my 
involvement in so many of the 
activities that were set forth in your 
article, including the lawsuit that 
Hugh Spitzer mentions at the end 
of the article. We came to that law 
school full of ideas about social 
change, and we found a faculty 
that was motivational and encour-
aged us to think out of the box. 
While I transferred to the University 
of Chicago Law School at the end 
of my first year, I went there with 
a great foundation in the law that 
I received from an array of great 
professors. 
More important, even though so 
many years have passed, and I was 
together with the class for only one 
year, I remember virtually every-
one profiled in your article, and so 
many more of my classmates. I still 
remember all of their names and 
the many things we did together. It 
was that kind of student body and 
that kind of law school.
Thank you for reminding us all 
about just how different, and how 
terrific, those times were and 
about all of the fine people who 
were brought together in the class 
of 1974. 
I congratulate all of my teachers, 
friends and classmates from the 
year we spent together. Judi and 
I have thought about you often. I 
would love to hear from you. 
My very best,  
Mark Aronchick 
DAVID THORNER ’72 contributed 
to a report about the increase 
of the number of trials while the 
number of filed felony cases has 
dropped significantly.
BOB FREE ’75 returned to the 
School of Law to teach Immigration 
law, after retiring from the practice 
of law at MacDonald, Hoague & 
Bayless.
PHIL TALMADGE ’76 represented 
the respondents of City of Federal 
Way v. Carola Washburn and Janet 
Loh. The court found the City of 
Federal Way negligent regarding its 
protection of Ms. Roznowski.
DAVID DONLEY ’79 was promoted 
to Lt. Colonel in the Alaska State 
Defense Force and continues to 
serve as Staff Judge Advocate 
General.
Class Notes
MARK ARONCHICK ’74 wrote a 
letter to the editor about UW  
Law’s Spring 2012 article, “The 
Different Class of 1974” by Susan 
Sampson ’74. 
I read with great nostalgia the 
article in your Spring 2012 edition 
entitled “The Different Class of 
1974”. I started out as a member of 
that class. 
In 1971, my wife Judi and I gradu-
ated from the University of Penn-
sylvania and headed to the Pacific 
60
80s
KATHERINE STEELE ’82 joined  
William Kastner’s Seattle office, 
where she will focus on civil litiga-
tion, with an emphasis on product 
liability and asbestos defense.
BLAINE TAMAKI ’82 was named 
Washington State Association 
for Justice’s Trial Lawyer of the 
Year. He was also included on the 
Washington Law & Politics’ list of 
the state’s Super Lawyers.
PETER MAASSEN ’83 was appoint-
ed to the Alaska Supreme Court.
90s
KRISTEN (LICHTENBERG) FRASER 
’91 accepted a position as an ad-
junct professor at Seattle University 
School of Law. She teaches Wash-
ington state constitutional law.
class notes
Aniruddha Gadre ’94 left his posi-
tion as Facebook’s general coun-
sel. He is now the Vice President of 
Business Operations at Seattle-
based Evri, where he will be in 
charge of legal issues, intellectual 
property and marketing.
BRIAN DEAGLE ’95 has been 
named the President of the Is-
saquah School Board.
KEN SCHUBERT ’97, a partner in 
Garvey Schubert Barer’s Litigation 
Group, ran unopposed to replace 
Judge BRUCE HILYER ’79 on the 
King County Superior Court.
MICHELLE DE BLASI ’98 has joined 
Greenberg Traurig, LLP’s Phoenix 
office as a shareholder. She will 
serve as chair of the office’s Energy 
& Infrastructure Group.
DONNA PERDUE ’99 has joined 
Duckor Spradling Metzger & Wynne 
Law Firm in San Dieago as an IP 
attorney. 
00s
SHELLEY BUCKHOLTZ ’01 joined 
Helsell Fetterman as an Of Counsel 
attorney. 
served as the Manager of the King 
County ADR Program/Interlocal 
Conflict Resolution Group and the 
ADR Coordinator of the City of 
Seattle. Bell will continue to teach 
Negotiations at the University of 
Washington, Evans School of Public 
Affairs, Executive Masters Program.
AMANDA CARR ’06 received the 
King County Bar Association’s “Out-
standing Young Lawyer Award”.  
Carr founded the Plauché & Stock 
firm with her law partner, Billy 
Plauché. She is recognized for her 
successes in counseling clients on 
environmental land use and natural 
resource matters. 
MONICA HAMMER ’06 accepted a 
position at the Network for Public 
Health Law.
LAURA NORTON ’06 was appointed 
Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Manager for the Mid-Pacific 
Regional Office of the U.S. Bureau 
of Reclamation, in Sacramento, Cali-
fornia. On transfer, she completed 
over five years of public service in 
the Department of the Army and re-
ceived the Commander’s Award for 
Exceptional Service as an Alterna-
tive Dispute Resolution Practitioner 
in EEO (2009-2012). Her Law note, 
“Neutering the Transgendered: 
Human Rights and Japan’s Law No. 
111,” originally published in 2006 
by the Georgetown Journal of Gen-
der and the Law, is scheduled to be 
reprinted in the Transgender Stud-
ies Reader, Volume II (Routledge, 
forthcoming December 2012; Aizura 
and Stryker, eds.).
ANNEKE DIEM ’07 has been select-
ed as one of the Best LGBT Lawyers 
Under 40 – Class of 2012 by the 
National LGBT Bar Association. 
BENJAMIN KOSTRZEWA ’07 joined 
the Office of the United States 
Trade Representative as Assistant 
General Counsel. He focuses on 
the monitoring and enforcement of 
China’s WTO obligations, including 
bringing suits against China before 
the WTO’s dispute settlement body.
CRAIG DAY ’92 joined Lane 
Powell as Counsel to the Firm in 
the Employee Benefits, Taxation 
and Business Practice Groups. His 
focus is on ERISA-related mat-
ters, employee benefits issues and 
executive compensation. 
LISA LUI ’03 has been named to 
the Washington Women In Need 
(WWIN) board of directors at Miller 
Nash LLP. 
STEPHANIE BELL ’06 joined the 
Pepperdine University School of 
Law as Assistant Professor of Law 
and an Assistant Director of the 
Straus Institute of Dispute Resolu-
tion. She joins Straus after having 

















ANNA FRANZ ’08 won her division 
in the Australian Pursuit truck 
race during this year’s Combine 
Demolition Derby in Lind, WA. 
Franz showed her Husky pride by 
painting her truck purple and gold.  
ROXANNE EBERLE ’09 received the 
“Ready to Soar” Award at Washing-
ton State Association for Justice’s 
2012 convention. The award 
acknowledges the achievements 
and contributions of attorneys who 
have been in practice for less than 
five years, and have demonstrated 
excellence and professionalism in 
their legal practice. 
10s
ALEXIS RADO ’11 is now Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for the Benton 
County Prosecutor’s Office, Child 
Support Division.
CHARLOTTE SANDERS ’11 took 
the State of Washington Oath of 
Attorney in the U.S. Commonwealth 
of the Northern Mariana Islands 
(CNMI).
CHARLIE ZHAO ’11 became an 
associate at the Seattle office 
of regional law firm Schwabe, 
Williamson & Wyatt. Zhao focuses 
on patent law and is knowledgeable 
in IP laws in Asia, and his 
multicultural experience extends to 
patent applications prosecuted in 
China, Germany and New Zealand. 
REBECCA LEVINE ’12 co-authored 
an article with Professor Paul Miller, 
“Avoiding Genetic Genocide: Un-
derstanding Good Intentions and 
Eugenics in the Complex Dialogue 
Between the Medical and Disability 
Communities,” which has been ac-
cepted for publication in the journal, 
Genetics in Medicine.
TOM WYRWICH ’12 wrote a com-
ment on the history, benefits and 
implications of Washington’s new 
Act Limiting Strategic Lawsuits 
Against Public Participation (SLAPP), 
entitled A Cure For A “Public 
Concern”: Washington’s New 
Anti-SLAPP Law. He stated that the 
Evergreen State’s new law inten-
tionally departed at certain points 
from its model statute, California’s 
anti-SLAPP law, and that courts must 
recognize these differences. His 
work was published in the October 
2011 issue of the Washington Law 
Review.
Alumnus  
of the  
Month  
Program
Know an alumnus whose 
extraordinary career and 
achievements have advanced 
law and justice who have 
become Leaders for the 
Global Common Good?
Send your nomination to 
Elizabeth Coplan at  
ecoplan@uw.edu with the 
following information:
•	Name and class of alumnus/a
•	A brief paragraph describing 
the nominee’s contribution




















MURIEL BACH DIAMOND (spouse of Josef Diamond) 
passed away on May 16, 2012. 
CLASS OF 1948
VERNON E. BJORKLUND passed away on May 10, 
2012. Bjorklund served as a Japanese interpreter  
for the Navy in World War II in the South Pacific.  
After graduating from UW Law, he practiced in 
California and Washington.
JENNINGS P. FELIX passed away in July 2012. Felix 
graduated from the School of Law as dean of Delta 
Theta Pi, president of the Washington Law Review, 
senior representative to the Washington State Bar 
Association and a member of the Order of the Coif 
in 1948. Afterward he became a law clerk for the 9th 
Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco, Deputy 
Pierce County Prosecutor, and Chief Council of the 
Washington State Tax Commission. He then started a 
private practice in Seattle and qualified as an attorney 
for the United States Supreme Court.
ALFRED O. HOLTE passed away September 2, 2012. 
After graduating, Holte and Jack Tuell ’48 set up 
practice in Edmonds. Holte served as an attorney 
for the Edmonds School District in the 1960s, where 
he helped to establish the Port District for the Port 
of Edmonds and a hospital district that later turned 
into Stevens Hospital. In 1967, he was appointed to 
the Snohomish County Superior Court bench. In this 
position, he aided in the creation of the Snohomish 
County Family Court. In 1972, he became the President 
of Pioneer Federal Savings & Loan and later took a 
position as the CEO of the United Methodist Church 
Foundation. Holte served on boards for the United 
Methodist Foundation, Stevens Hospital and the Lions 
Club of Whidbey Island. He was a lifetime member of 
the Edmonds Lions Club and supporter for Edmonds 
Community College.
BLAINE HOPP, JR. passed away May 8, 2012. Upon 
graduating, Hopp practiced law in Yakima. In 1963, 
Governor Rossellini appointed Hopp to a new Superior 
Court Judge position, where he served until retirement 
in 1983.
JEAN A. REID (spouse of Robert G. Reid ’48) passed 
away on May 12, 2012. 
CLASS OF 1949
JANE N. FREYD (spouse of Myron H. Freyd) passed 
away November 21, 2011.
CLASS OF 1950
RICHARD I. SAMPSON passed away on February 25, 
2012. Sampson served as an officer in the U.S. Navy 
during World War II. After the war, he continued his 
education at the Law School and was a loyal member 
of the Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity while enthusiastically 
cheering for the Huskies, Seattle Supersonics and 
Seattle Mariners.
CLASS OF 1952


















KENNETH W. ELFBRANDT passed away January 17, 
2012. Elfbrandt started his career as a private attorney 
in Seattle and Olympia. He then worked as an Assistant 
State Attorney General and the Executive Secretary 
for the State Personnel Appeals Board. Following 
retirement in 1989, Elfbrandt served on the Washington 
State School Retirees’ Association and as a Legislative 
Committee Member for Washington Public Employees 
Association until 2007.
CLASS OF 1964
WILLIAM H. RUBIDGE passed away on December 
12, 2011, after a long battle with Parkinson’s disease. 
Rubidge received his Bachelor’s and law degree at 
the UW. Rubidge spent most of his law career as an 
Assistant United States Attorney, where he retired with 
honors. 
CLASS OF 1965
EARL ANGEVINE passed away on May 31, 2012. After 
graduating, Angevine began his law career in Yakima, 
but in 1967, accepted a position at the law firm of 
Bannister, Bruhn and Luvera in Mount Vernon.  In the 
early 70s, he served as Prosecuting Attorney before 
entering private practice in 1976. Angevine was an 
active member of the Washington State Bar Association. 
THOMAS W. TOP passed away December 22, 2011. 
After law school, Top was chosen to work for the 
Civil Rights Division at the Justice Department in 
Washington, DC. There he prosecuted violations of 
integration policy in various school districts from 1966 to 
1969. Top returned to the Pacific Northwest in 1970 and 
worked with several law firms until he retired in June 
2001. 
CLASS OF 1967
DAVID L. MARTIN passed away January 11, 2012. After 
law school, Martin briefly worked at the Washington 
State Attorney General’s Office before being drafted 
in the United States Army. While posted to Ft. Myer, 
Virginia, as a member of the U.S. Army Military Police, 
Martin attended George Washington University Law 
School. In 1972, he returned to Seattle and joined the 
Lee Smart firm. 
CLASS OF 1968
YASUHIRO FUJITA was an expert in international 
litigation and international arbitration. After graduating, 
he became a partner in the Tokyo law firm of Adachi, 
Henderson, Miyatake & Fujita.
CLASS OF 1970
MICHAEL L. LEWIS passed away May 3, 2012. In 1971, 
Lewis joined the private firm, McBee & Lewis. He then 
practiced at Lewis Evans & Pollino, from 1984 through 
2011. Lewis specialized in civil trial work. He was a 
past-president of the Skagit County Bar Association and 
the Northwest Washington Estate Planning Council. He 
served on the Washington State Bar Association as a 
member of the Civil Litigation Committee, the WSBA 
Ethics Committee and as a disciplinary hearing examiner 
for the Board of Governors. 
CLASS OF 1971
RUSSELL W. BUSCH passed away April 11, 2012. After 
graduating from UW Law, he served as a clerk for the 
Washington State Court of Appeals. Busch then joined 
the Evergreen Legal Services in 1976, where he handled 
many environmental matters on behalf of Indian tribes in 
the Northwest.
CLASS OF 1972
THOMAS G. ALLISON passed away May 26, 2012. 
Upon graduating from UW Law, Allison served a 
one-year clerkship with the U.S. Senate Committee on 
Commerce, where he played a major role in legislation 
which increased the Federal Trade Commission’s authority 
to track wrongful corporate practices. Following his 
clerkship, he served as staff counsel to the Committee 
on Commerce from 1972 to 1974 and the transportation 
counsel from 1974 to 1977. Allison was then appointed 
as the Chief Counsel of the Senate Committee on 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation and in 1978, 
was named general counsel to the Senate Appropriations 
Committee. In 1980, he was nominated by President 
Jimmy Carter as General Counsel, Department of 
Transportation, where he played a major role in the 
enactment of the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory 
Reform Act. Allison also served as the Judge Advocate 
General of the U.S. Coast Guard. In 1981, Allison left 
the Carter Administration and became a partner in the 
Washington, D.C. office of Preston, Thorgrimson, Ellis & 
Holman. He later moved to the firm’s Seattle office and 




DREW T. NIELSEN passed away May 12, 2012. After 
law school, Nielsen joined his father’s practice in 1976, 
where he specialized in business and real estate law. He 
was an active member of the Council of Neighborhoods, 
eventually becoming its president. Nielsen also 
served on the Everett Planning Commission and Tree 
Committee and the Everett City Council in 2004.
CLASS OF 1988
ARLENE C. TAPLIN passed away February 16, 2010. 
Taplin specialized in children and guardianships law. 
According to her obituary, she said that helping them 
was more important than financial reward.
CLASS OF 1991
MADELENE KANAROWSKI (spouse of Stanley M. 
Kanarowski) passed away January 26, 2012.
CLASS OF 2012
KYRIL FAENOV (spouse of Lauren M. Selig)  
passed away May 25, 2012.
Friends
JACK A. BENAROYA passed away May 11, 2012, at 
the age of 90. Benaroya invented a pallet-loading 
design for beverage distribution, which became the 
industry standard. In 1961, he established the Jack 
A. Benaroya Company and created the concept of 
industrial business parks. Benaroya supported arts, 
education, medical research, civic causes and the 
Jewish community. His endowment scholarships at UW 
Law allow four African American men from Garfield 

















 RePoRt to  
donors
2011–12
Note:  the university of Washington School of law is deeply grateful to our many alumni and friends 
whose annual gifts, large and small, help create futures for our students, promote faculty scholar-
ship, and support justice throughout the world. every effort is made to ensure the accurate listing of 
donors, and we sincerely apologize for misspelling or inadvertently omitting the names of any donors. 
We appreciate the opportunity to correct our records, so please advise us of errors by using the en-
closed envelope or call the advancement office at 206.685.9115.
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school of law annual summary  
of income and expenditures
July 1, 2011 - June 30, 2012
Contributions by Purpose
Program SuPPort   $816,763 40%
Student SuPPort   $574,085 28%
excellence FundS  $452,173  22%
Faculty SuPPort   $42,785  2%
caPital  $2,262 <1%
grantS $158,242 8%
TOTAl   $2,046,310
Expenditures by Purpose
Student ScholarShiPS $2,212,088*   42%*
Faculty SuPPort $440,824  8%
endowed inStructional SuPPort  $377,970  7%
clinicS, ProgramS, and centerS $2,188,081*  42%*
FacilitieS $52,446  1%
Contributions by Group 
law alumni to law   $734,469   36%
other uw alumni to law   $545   <1%
FoundationS to law  $548,425*  27%*
corPorationS to law  $354,294   17%
organizationS to law  $291,302   14%
FriendS to law   $117,275** 6%**
TOTAl  $2,046,310
GiftS Received
 * Includes: Family Foundations, Foundations, & Trusts
 ** Includes: Non Alumni (Faculty, Former Faculty, Former Staff, Friend, Parent, Retired Staff,  
  Staff, Student & Visiting Scholar/Faculty)
Outstanding pledges and unrealized testamentary gifts total $607,653.  Total Fundraising Activity $2,653,963. 
Total interest income and other revenue from endowed funds available to the School of Law in FY12 $3,001,413.
Outstanding pledges and unrealized testamentary gifts total $607,653. Total Fundraising Activity $2,653,963.
Total interest income and other revenue from endowed funds available to the School of Law in FY12 $3,001,413.
expendituReS fRom GiftS




 * Expenditures for the William H. Gates Public Service Law Program are included in both  














1939 50%  $2,500 
1947 9%  $100 
1948 8%  $800 
1949 14%  $235 
1950 13%  $200 
1951 16%  $1,660 
1952 14%  $2,500 
1953 29%  $3,720 
1954 22%  $8,239 
1955 21%  $1,500 
1956 19%  $5,450 
1957 20%  $103,650 
1958 21%  $3,130 
1959 14%  $1,750 
1960 19%  $33,050 
1961 31%  $3,977 
1962 12%  $1,625 
1963 14%  $10,385 
1964 18%  $3,025 
1965 14%  $2,975 
1966 13%  $3,905 
1967 23%  $30,146 
1968 15%  $5,300 
Giving Percentages by year
 class yeaRs with at least one livinG alumni that made a Gift to uw law in 2011-12
1969 24%  $21,775 
1970 24%  $10,405 
1971 16%  $11,876 
1972 21%  $6,020 
1973 21%  $20,725 
1974 22%  $12,971 
1975 22%  $102,965 
1976 24%  $32,975 
1977 18%  $11,600 
1978 22%  $11,750 
1979 16%  $10,450 
1980 19%  $4,610 
1981 21%  $6,390 
1982 24%  $8,020 
1983 13%  $3,975 
1984 20%  $13,700 
1985 17%  $59,539 
1986 12%  $14,520 
1987 14%  $4,054 
1988 15%  $9,929 
1989 17%  $7,907 
1990 17%  $11,660 
1991 13%  $3,680 
1992 12%  $7,880 
1993 16%  $3,400 
1994 16%  $5,025 
1995 13%  $23,415 
1996 13%  $3,848 
1997 14%  $8,830 
1998 8%  $4,800 
1999 19%  $3,902 
2000 13%  $3,400 
2001 17%  $4,705 
2002 11%  $5,250 
2003 9%  $730 
2004 15%  $2,730 
2005 11%  $3,808 
2006 14%  $2,495 
2007 17%  $3,811 
2008 17%  $6,030 
2009 19%  $17,867 
2010 19%  $1,163 
2011 23%  $1,328 
2012 59%  $528 




















Lifetime giving totaling 




Stanley ‘63 & Alta Barer (FM)
Steve & Kathy Berman (FM)
Jeffrey ‘67 & Susan  
Brotman (FM)
Evelyn Egtvedt (D)
Michael ‘64 & Lynn  
Garvey (FM)
Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation
Bill & Melinda Gates (FM)
Wayne ‘57 & Anne  
Gittinger (FM)




William & Sally Neukom (FM)





United Way of King County
Washington Law School 
Foundation
(D) DECEASED   (FM) FOUNDING MEMbER
JOHN T. CONDON  
SOCIETY
INDIvIDuAlS AND ORGANIzATIONS
Members have lifetime 
giving totaling $25,000 
or more.
Acknowledgment of the 
John T. Condon Society 
Founding Members, 
Laureates and Benefactors 
can also be found on our 




Lifetime giving totaling 
$100,000 to $999,999  
to the School of Law.
Anonymous (3)
Sophie & Wilbur Albright (D)
Professor William & Katherine 
Andersen Jr. (FM)
Alice & Edna Athearn (D) (FM)
Aviation Working Group
Judith ‘75 & Arnold  
Bendich (FM)
Joel ‘71 & Maureen  
Benoliel (FM)
Frederick Betts ‘33 (D) (FM)
The Boeing Company
The Honorable Bobbe ‘76 & 
Jonathan ‘76 Bridge (FM)
The Bullitt Foundation
Clarence ‘30 & Vivian 
Campbell (D)
Kenneth ‘40 (D) & Nona ‘42 
Cox (FM)
Cloud L. Cray Foundation
Richard Cray
Gordon Culp ‘52 (D) (FM)
Gerald ‘53 & Lucille Curtis
Davis Wright Tremaine, LLP
Colonel Josef ‘31 & Muriel 
Diamond (D)
Richard ‘70 & Polly Dodd (FM)
Marie Donohoe ‘63 (D)
The Dorsey & Whitney 
Foundation
Scott Dunham ‘75 & Barbara 
Eliades (FM)
The Honorable William ‘52 
(D) & Vasiliki Dwyer (FM)
Kimberly ‘85 & Charles 
Ellwanger (FM)
Evergreen Legal Services
Ernest Falk ‘28 (D)





Marion Garrison (D) (FM)
Garvey Schubert Barer (FM)
Mary Gates (D)
William ‘50 & Mimi  
Gates Sr. (FM)
Professor Robert 
Gomulkiewicz ‘87 & 
Andrea Lairson ‘88 (FM)
Gregory ‘85 & Valerie Gorder
Greater Everett Community 
Foundation
Greenwall Foundation
Gerald & Carolyn  
Grinstein (FM)
Edward ‘66 & Andrea  
Hansen (FM)
Douglas Hendel ‘56 (FM)
Dan Fenno Henderson (D)
The Henry M. Jackson 
Foundation (FM)
Japan Foundation
Herbert B. Jones 
Foundation
K & L Gates (FM)




King County Bar Foundation
King County Bar Institute




Ted & Pam Kummert (FM)
Sam Levinson ‘25 (D)
Gordon Livengood ‘52 (D)
Willaim & Virginia Lowry 
‘38 (D)
John D. & Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation
Jack MacDonald ‘40 (FM)
C. Bruce ‘49 & Jean  
Maines (D)
Charlotte Malone (D)




Peter Miller ‘83 & Jean 
Johnson ‘82 (FM)
Veida Morrow ‘24 (D)
Larry ‘63 & Judith Mounger 
Jr. (FM)
Preston Gates & Ellis,  
LLP (FM)
Progeny 3, Inc.
Puyallup Tribe of Indians
Riverstyx Foundation
Judith ‘74 & H. Jon  
Runstad (FM)
Joseph & Katherine Ryan
Katie Sako ‘87 & Kendall  
Flint (FM)
Kenneth ‘64 & Lucia Schubert 
Jr. (FM)
The Honorable Gerard & 
Barbara Shellan
Spencer Short ‘24 (D)
W. Hunter (D) & Dorothy 
Simpson (FM)
James & Janet Sinegal
Max ‘52 & Ruth (D)  
Soriano (FM)




Paul Van Wagenen ‘73
Washington Research 
Foundation
Philip Weiss ‘23 (D)
Carrie Welch (D)
Condon Society
Lifetime giving totaling $25,000 
to $99,999 to the School of Law.
Anonymous (14)
Gregory ‘77 & Anne Adams
Helen Adams (D)
Takeo Akiyama LL.M. ‘75 (FM)
Thomas Allison ‘72 (D) & 
Kimberlee Brackett
American Bar Association
American College of Trial 
Lawyers
John Applegate ‘41 (D)
James ‘39 (D) & Kathleen 
Arneil
Lawrence & Mary Ann Bailey
Bardehle Pagenberg Dost
Allan Baris ‘79 & Karen 
Watts ‘80
Jack (D) and Becky  
Benaroya (FM)
Bendich, Stobaugh &  
Strong, P.C.
William Bennett ‘95 & 
Michele Borovac (FM)
Family of Homer Bergren ‘35 
(D) (FM)
Betts, Patterson & Mines, P.S.
Judith Bigelow ‘86 (FM)
Boehmert & Boehmert
Bogle & Gates Law Offices
Mary ‘75 & David Boies (FM)
F. Ross Boundy ‘71
Alexander ‘63 & Cornelia (D) 
Brindle Sr.
Joseph ‘82 & Maureen 
Brotherton
James ‘35 & Jane Bryson (D)
Stimson Bullitt ‘49 (D)
M. John ‘69 & Mattie  
Bundy (FM)
John ‘61 (D) & Sybil Burgess
Robert ‘73 & Katherine 
Campbell
Diana ‘86 & Charles Carey Jr.

























Children’s Home Society of 
Washington
Charles ‘61 & Donna Cole 
(D) (FM)
Coleman Foundation, Inc.









John ‘40 & Ruth (D) Davis
Mabry Debuys ‘79 (D)
Deloitte & Touche 
Foundation
Denny Miller Associates, Inc.
The Honorable Carolyn ‘53 
& Cyrus (D) Dimmick
Dorsey & Whitney, LLP
Lloyd DuCommun ‘34 (D)
Robert ‘61 & Judith Duggan
Duty Free Shoppers Ltd.
Richard ‘74 & Mary ‘75 
Ekman
James Ellis ‘49 (FM)
John ‘53 & Doris Ellis
Michael ‘66 & Gail Emmons
Sylvia Epstein (D)
Werner Erhard Foundation
Fenwick & West llP
Fidelity Investments 
Charitable Gift Fund 
Finnegan, Henderson, 
Farabow, Garrett & 
Dunner, LLP
Leslie Fishel Jr. (D)
Daniel ‘88 & Frances  
Fisher (FM)
The Honorable Betty ‘56 
& Professor Emeritus 
Robert (D) Fletcher (FM)
James ‘71 & Marlene 
Fletcher
Floyd & Pflueger, P. S.
Foley Family Charitable 
Foundation




Dennis Franklin ‘78 & 
Melinda Yee
Yasuhiro Fujita ‘68 (D)
Bruce ‘78 & Aphrodite 
Garrison (FM)
William & Carrie Garrison (D)
Jennifer Gavin
Timothy Gavin ‘91 (FM)
General Service Foundation
Robert ‘74 & Barbara  
Giles (FM)
Peter & Sally Glase
Glenhome Trust
Stanley Golub ‘36 (D)
Gordon Derr, LLP
Laura Grace
Graduate Program in 
Taxation (FM)





John ‘78 & Patty Hammar
Carl M. Hansen  
Foundation, Inc.
Charles Harer ‘00/ll.M. ‘01
Alfred & Dorothy Harsch (D)
William Randolph Hearst 
Foundation
Heller Ehrman LLP
James Hilton ‘59 (FM)
Akimitsu LL.M. ‘95 & Kaoru 
Hirai
Dean & Professor Emeritus 
Roland & Mary Hjorth (FM)
John ‘69 & Carol Hoerster (FM)
The Honorable Alfred ‘48 & 
C. Lillian (D) Holte 
Charles Horowitz ‘27 (D)
Professor Mary Hotchkiss
Gary ‘75 & Chris Huff
James Paton & Rose Ellen 
Hunter (D) (FM)
Thelma Hutchinson (D)
James & Nancy Irwin




Eric & Ingrid Jarvis
The Honorable Peter ‘62 & 
Sally Jarvis
Jeffers, Danielson, Sonn & 
Aylward (FM)
Michael Jeffers ‘64
Jewish Federation of Greater 
Seattle
Professor Ralph (D) & Anne 
Johnson (FM)
Marjorie Jones (D)
James & Diana Judson
Kao Corporation
Day ‘29 & Susan Karr (D)
Elizabeth Kennan
Kilpatrick Townsend & 
Stockton, LLP
Chan-Jin Ph.D. ‘72 & The 
Honorable Young Kim
W.H. (Joe) Knight Jr. & Susan 
Mask (FM)
Carl Koch ‘40 (D)
Henry Kotkins Sr. ‘35 (D)
The Lane Family Foundation
Lane Powell, PC
Dennis ‘67 & Elizabeth  
Lane (FM)
Linda Larson ‘78 & B. Gerald 
Johnson (FM)
Eugene ‘66/LL.M. ‘78 & 
Sachiko Lee
Ronald ‘71 & Toshiko Lee
Legal Environmental 
Assistance
James ‘63 & June Lindsey Jr.
Byron W. & Alice L. 
Lockwood Foundation
Wallace & Barbara Loh (FM)
Ruth Lothrop (D)
Peter ‘65 & Marian Lucas
Robert & Janet  
Macfarlane Jr.
Norman ‘66 (D) & Judith 
Maleng
Tasuku Matsuo LL.M. ‘69
Frank McAbee (D)
William G. McGowan 
Charitable Fund
The McIntosh Foundation
McNaul Ebel Nawrot & 
Helgren PLLC
Polly ‘87 & David  
McNeill (FM)
Frank ‘85 & Teresa Michiels
Denny & Sandra Miller (FM)
Hugh Miracle ‘34 (D)
Mitsubishi Research Institute
Frank (D) & Ella Moquin
Thelma Moriarty (D)
Morrison & Foerster, LLP
Jonathan ‘80 & Lynn  
Mott (FM)
Robert Mucklestone ‘54 & 
Megan Kruse
J. Shan ‘58 & Lee Mullin (FM)
Sharon Nelson ‘76
The Honorable William ‘63 & 
Marta Nielsen (FM)
The Norcliffe Foundation
Dan ‘66 & Diane O’Neal (FM)
Pacific Coast Banking School
Arthur Paulsen ‘46 (D) (FM)
Perkins Coie LLP (FM)
Earl Phillips ‘34 (D)
Walter Pitts ‘52 (D) (FM)
Pogo Producing Co.
Cheryl Pope
William Pope ‘79 (FM)
Wayne L. Prim Foundation
Wayne ‘50 & Miriam Prim
Constance ‘78 & Rodney 
Proctor
Public Interest Law 
Association
Karl ‘79 & Lianne 
Quackenbush
Quil Ceda villiage
Dale ‘39 & Evelyn Read 
‘40 (D)
Helen Reardon Agnew (D)
Eric & Heather Redman (FM)
Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation









Mary Andrews Ryan (D)
S.O.S. Foundation
Safeco Insurance Company
Lowden Sammis ‘26 (D)
Thomas ‘73 (D) & Greta 
Sedlock (FM)
Seed Intellectual Property 
Law Group, PLLC
Sequoia Foundation
Shidler McBroom Gates & 
Lucas (FM)
Beryl Simpson ‘85
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Eugene Smith ‘56 (D)
Martin Smith ‘81 & Cathy 
Jones-Smith
Virginia Smith ‘46 (D)
Squaxin Island Tribe
Evelyn Cruz Sroufe ‘78 &  
J. Parker Sroufe (FM)
William & Augusta Steinert (D)
R. Jack. ‘64 & Sandra Ann 
Stephenson (FM)
Professor Emeritus William 
‘59 & Mary Stoebuck (FM)
Eleanor Stokke (D)
Carl Stork (FM)
NAMES IN bOLD ARE NEW TO THE GIVING SOCIETY OR HAVE MOVED UP TO A NEW GIVING LEVEL WITHIN THE SOCIETY
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HENRY SUzzALLO  
SOCIETY
Members have made 
testamentary or  
other planned gifts   
to the School of Law.
Anonymous (3)
The Honorable James ‘67 (D)  
& Patricia Allendoerfer
Edna Alvarez ‘67
Edward ‘78 & Laura Chandler
Laura Crawford ‘86
Gerald ‘53 & Lucille Curtis
The Honorable William ‘52 (D) 
& Vasiliki Dwyer
Richard ‘74 & Diane Elliott
James Ellis ‘49
Donald Fleming ‘51






The Honorable Alfred ‘48 & C. 
Lillian (D) Holte





Wallace & Barbara Loh
Virginia Lowry
Norman ‘66 (D) &  
Judith Maleng
W. H. (Joe) Knight Jr. &  
Susan Mask
Ralph ‘62 & Bonnie Olson
Dudley ‘55 & Anne Panchot
Jeffrey ‘74 & Pamela Pewe
John ‘52 & Jacqueline Riley
Dean Richard (D) & Joanne 
Roddis
Joseph & Katherine Ryan
The Honorable Gerard & 
Barbara Shellan
William Snyder ‘89/LL.M. ‘06
Diane ‘76 & Larry Stokke
Paul van Wagenen ‘73
Professors Lea Vaughn & 
Patrick Dobell
Paul ‘67 & Kathryn Whelan




Members have lifetime 
giving totaling $15,000  
or more to the  
Marian Gould Gallagher 
Law Library at the  
School of Law.
Acknowledgment of the 
Marian Gould Gallagher 
Society can also be found on 
the law library donor wall in 
William H. Gates Hall.
Allan Baris ‘79 & Karen Watts ‘80
Judith ‘75 & Arnold Bendich
Professor Charles & Betty Corker  
& Family
Gerald ‘53 & Lucille Curtis
Lloyd DuCommun ‘34 (D)
Alfred & Dorothy Harsch (D)
Professor Penny & Norris Hazelton
The Family of Lawrence Hickman ‘36
Professor Mary Hotchkiss &  
Mary Whisner
Partners of Levinson, Friedman, 
Vhugen, Duggan, Bland & Horowitz
Robert & Janet Macfarlane Jr.
Polly ‘87 & David McNeill
Dudley ‘55 & Anne Panchot
Dean Richard Roddis (D),  
Joanne & Family
Professor Marjorie & Edgar (D) 
Rombauer ‘60
Lowden Sammis ‘26 (D)
Guy ‘77 & Jackie Towle
Professor Jane & Peter Winn
Daniel ‘55 & Susan Sullivan
Professor Toshiko LL.M. ‘90/Ph.D. 
‘92 & Hisato Takenaka
Lyn Tangen ‘74 & Richard 
Barbieri (FM)
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Donald ‘54 & Kay Thoreson (FM)
Edith Tollefson (D)
Tousley Brian
Guy ‘77 & Jackie Towle
Irwin ‘57 & Betty Lou Treiger (FM)
Robert & Kathleen Trimble (FM)
United States-Japan Foundation
Nancy & Fred Utter
Verizon Communications Inc.
Washington State Bar 
Association
Griffith ‘49 & Patricia Way
Paul Webber ‘62 (FM)
David ‘61 & Mary Williams
Woodcock Washburn
The Honorable Eugene ‘37 (D) & 
Esther Wright
Confederated Tribes and 
Bands of Yakama Nation
D. Michael ‘75 & Julia Young



















Gifts reported here are 
those received this  
fiscal year and do not 




*** INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE AT LEAST 20 YEARS OF CONSECUTIVE GIVING
$2,000 TO $4,999
Anonymous
AIP Patent & Law Offices









Joseph ‘82 & Maureen 
Brotherton*
Thomas ‘68 & Jane Collins**
Nona Cox ‘39
Patrick ‘88 & Karen Crumb
Clydia Cuykendall ‘74***
The Lane Family Foundation
DIRECTV Sports Net NW
Dominick ‘56 & Aurora 
Driano*
Jenny Durkan ‘85 &  
Dana Garvey
John ‘53 & Doris Ellis*
Finnegan Henderson, et. al
Frommer Lawrence &  
Haug LLP
John Garner ‘77**
Deborah Gates LL.M. ‘86
Robert ‘74 & Barbara Giles
Patricia Goedde ‘98/Ph.D. ‘08
Charles Harer ‘00/LL.M. ‘01 & 
Grace Seidel
Hillis Clark Martin & Peterson
Professor Mary Hotchkiss **
Inslee, Best, Doezie, & 
Ryder, PS*
Edward & Karen Jones
Hyun Kim LL.M. ‘85/Ph.D. ‘90
Landesa Rural Development 
Institute
Professor Chulwoo Lee
Eugene ‘66/LL.M. ‘78 & 
Sachiko Lee*




Frank ‘85 & Teresa Michiels
Robert Mucklestone ‘54 & 
Megan Kruse*
Yoriko Noma LL.M. ‘92
P&E C Miller Charitable 
Foundation*
Peterson Wampold Rosato 
Luna Knopp
Judy Pigott
Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe




Judith ‘74 & H. Jon Runstad *
David Stobaugh ‘75 & Lynn 
Prunhuber ‘79
Stephen Strong ‘75 &  
Lorri Falterman
Summit Law Group, PLLC
Donald Theophilus III ‘89
Donald ‘54 & Kay 
Thoreson***
Guy ‘77 & Jackie Towle
Arthur Tsien ‘78 & Judith 
McGuire***
United Way of Snohomish 
County
Washington State Bar 
Association
Professor Jane & Peter 
Winn*
Woodcock Washburn





The Honorable Joan ‘75 & 
George Allison
Arnold ‘59 & Carol Barer*
Clemens Barnes ‘69 & Lisa 
Anderson
Robert ‘61 & Roberta 
Baronsky
Thomas Bingham ‘77 & 
Patricia Char
Bruce ‘81 & Christine Borrus
David ‘63 & Mary Broom
The Honorable Robert ‘58 & 
Cathy Bryan
John ‘82 & Starla Budlong
Chehalis Confederated 
Tribes
James Torgerson ‘84 & 
Morgan Christen **
William ‘75 & Kathleen 
Collins**
Pamela Cowan ‘77 &  
Steven Miller
Charles Curran ‘60
Gerald ‘53 & Lucille Curtis
Cutler Nylander &  
Hayton, P.S.
John DeWeerdt ‘70 & Zona 
Deweerdt
The Honorable Carolyn 
Dimmick ‘53





Seattle Jewish  
Community Fund
James & Janet Sinegal
Squaxin Island Tribe
UW School of Law Alumni 
Association
Paul Van Wagenen ‘73***
Verizon Communications Inc.
Confederated Tribes and 
Bands of Yakama Nation
$5,000 TO $9,999
Anonymous (5)
Professor Robert Anderson 
& Marilyn Heiman
The Attorney — CPA  
Tax Clinic
Joel ‘71 & Maureen Benoliel
Boehmert & Boehmert*
Alexander Brindle Sr. ‘63
Carl M. Hansen  
Foundation, Inc.
C. Kent ‘67 & Sandra 
Carlson*
Colonel Josef ‘31 & Muriel 
Diamond (D)
Richard ‘70 & Polly Dodd*
Dorsey & Whitney, LLP*
Scott Dunham ‘75 & Barbara 
Eliades**
Linda ‘76 & Randal 
Ebberson
Fenwick & West LLP
Gordon Derr, LLP
Dean & Professor Emeritus 
Roland & Mary Hjorth***
Japan Intellectual Property 
Association
Kilpatrick Townsend & 
Stockton LLP
Knobbe, Martens, Olson & 
Bear, LLP
Dennis ‘67 & Elizabeth Lane
Tasuku Matsuo LL.M. ‘69
Public Interest Law 
Association
Seed I.P. Law Group, PLLC*
Hatsushi Shimizu
Skokomish Tribal Office
Sonderhoff & Einsel Law 
and Patent
Professor Toshiko LL.M. 
‘90/Ph.D. ‘92 & Hisato 
Takenaka
United Way of King 
County**
Wang, Hartmann, Gibbs & 
Cauley
Jeffrey Wang LL.M. ‘84
$100,000 OR MORE
Aviation Working Group
Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation
Wayne ‘57 & Anne 
Gittinger***





Alice & Edna Athearn (D)*
Judith ‘75 & Arnold Bendich
Center for Children & Youth 
Justice
Gregory ‘85 & Valerie 
Gorder




Toni Rembe ‘60 &  
Arthur Rock
Joseph & Katherine Ryan




The Honorable Bobbe ‘76 & 
Jonathan ‘76 Bridge***
Jeffrey ‘67 & Susan Brotman














Professor Dwight ‘73 & 
Kathleen Drake
Bruce Duff ‘89
Charles ‘71 & Jane 
Ekberg***
Richard ‘74 & Diane Elliott**
Kimberly ‘85 & Charles 
Ellwanger*




The Honorable Betty ‘56 










John ‘78 & Patty Hammar
Professor Penelope & Norris 
Hazelton*
Ann Hemmens
John ‘69 & Carol Hoerster**
George ‘77 & Patsy 
Holzapfel




Evan ‘56 & Elizabeth Inslee
Allen ‘78 & Nettie Israel***
Keith ‘72 & Lynn Kessler**
Charles ‘65 & Nancy 
Kimbrough
Brian ‘71 & Marilyn Kremen
The Honorable Jack Kurtz ‘51
Julie Lanz ‘01 & Max Ochoa
William ‘72 & Elizabeth ‘84 
Leedom




Martin ‘70 & Andrea 
Lybecker***
The Macfarlane Foundation
Robert & Janet  
Macfarlane Jr.
Jerry ‘68 & Darlene 
McNaul***
Laurie Minsk ‘84 & Jerry 
Dunietz
The NAPABA Law 
Foundation
Richard ‘62 & Alice Nelson
Sharon Nelson ‘76
The North Ridge 
Foundation*
Douglas Ogden ‘89*




Dennis ‘72 & Tedi Reynolds
Rigos Professional 
Education Programs Ltd.
Riley & Nancy Pleas Family 
Foundation
Bruce ‘77 & Alida Robertson
Charles Robinson ‘81





Kenneth ‘64 & Lucia 
Schubert Jr.**




Takashi Shimokado LL.M. ‘90
William Snyder ‘89/LL.M. ‘06




John ‘70 & Rebecca Steel*
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Daniel Syrdal ‘75*
David & Daphne Tang*
Lyn Tangen ‘74 & Richard 
Barbieri
Dean Kellye Testy & Tracey 
Thompson
Philip Thompson ‘82 & 
Elizabeth Dolliver**
Holly Towle ‘79
Irwin ‘57 & Betty Lou 
Treiger*
Professor Kathryn & Andrew 
Watts
Edward Wendell & Mary 
Wendell Jr.
Rando ‘90 & Ketia Wick
David ‘61 & Mary Williams
H. ‘89 & Anne Wright
Koichi & Yukari Yamaoka
$500 TO $999
Takeo LL.M. ‘75 & Etsuyo 
Akiyama
The Honorable Gerry ‘64 & 
Christine Alexander
Alhadeff & Forbes 
Mediation
Eric Anderson ‘94 & 
Stephen Tollafield
Professor Helen Anderson 
‘84 & Howard 
Goodfriend ‘84
The Honorable Marlin 
Appelwick ‘79 & Sharron 
Sellers*
J. Patrick ‘76 & Peggy 
Aylward
Bernda Bacani ‘93
Mark ‘79 and Christina 
Beatty
William & Rita Bender
John Binns Jr. ‘64
John Bishop ‘51
Stephen ‘93 & Julie Bishop
M. Wayne ‘68 & Anne Blair
Andrew & Brenda Bor
Camille Gearhart ‘85 & 
Timothy Burner
Robert ‘73 & Katherine 
Campbell**
Gretchen ‘99 & Adam 
Cappio
Paul ‘75 & Beverly Carlson
Cynthia Whitaker ‘76 & Dan 
Carmichael
Carmela Conroy ‘90
The Honorable Ronald ‘73 & 
Jean Cox
Stephanie Cox
Michele Craythorn LL.M. ‘02
Judy & Michael Crutcher
Danielle ‘07 & Greggory ‘07 
Dalton
Michael ‘66 & Gail Emmons
Kristin Ferrera ‘08 &  
Mark Shorb
Joseph Lopez ‘88 & Evelyn 
Fielding-Lopez ‘88
Kevin & Jane Forde
Thelma Franco
Robert Free ‘75 & Carolyn 
Corker-Free*
Robert Friedman ‘77 &  
Anita Davidson
Jason Froggatt ‘95 &  
Wendy Lister
Patricia & Michael Frost
Fuller & Fuller*
The Honorable Carol ‘54 & 
Herbert ‘54 Fuller
Leonor ‘84 & Jay Fuller*
John Gadon ‘83
H. Graham ‘67 & Carol 
Gaiser*
Timothy Gavin ‘91
Danielle ‘99 & Michael 
Githens
Claire ‘86 & Paul Grace*
Hall Zanzig Clafin 
McEachern, PLLC
Arley ‘73 & Debra Harrel Jr.
Kinne Hawes ‘72
Christopher ‘75 & Cheryle 
Hirst*
The Honorable Alfred  
Holte ‘48***
Gloria Hong ‘05 (D)
Marjorie & Lembhard 
Howell
Mark ‘67 & Julie Hutcheson
Richard ‘82 & Agnes 
Johannsen
Judicial Dispute  
Resolution LLC
Alan ‘63 & Cheryl Kane***
Thomas Keane ‘78 & Martha 
Noerr ‘78**
Diane Kero ‘81
Robert King ‘99 & Patricia 
Fulton ‘99
The Honorable Ernest 
Kubota ‘58*
The Honorable J. Leach ‘76 
& Vickie Norris*





Patrick ‘91 & Pauline 
Madden
Maisano Mediation, LLC
Professor Anna Mastroianni 
& Gregory Shaw
Colleen & Bill McAleer
Lisa McGimpsey LL.M. ‘01
Michael & Gail Emmons 
Foundation
Mills Meyers Swartling, PSC




William ‘90 & Brenda 
Montgomery
Mundt MacGregor LLP
The Honorable William ‘63 & 
Marta Nielsen*
Lori Nomura ‘93 & Hossein 
Nowbar ‘93
Professor Eric & Sandra 
Noreen
Vernon Pearson
Jeffrey ‘74 & Pamela Pewe
Edwin Rauzi ‘81 & Shana 
Chung***
Thomas ‘84 & Tracy Read**
Professor Emeritus Marjorie 
Rombauer ‘60*
Ryan, Swanson &  
Cleveland, PLLC


















Jo ‘74 & Michael Sandler
B. Michael Schestopol ‘73 & 
Sarah Mann




Snoqualmie Falls  
Brewing, Co.
John ‘55 & Susan Tomlinson




U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
Holly Vance ‘05 & Joshua 
Gaul ‘05
James ‘70/LL.M. ‘71 & 
Cynthia Walsh
Raymond ‘76 & Marie 
Walters***













Robert ‘94 & Elena Allnutt
Edna Alvarez ‘67





Craig Blackmon ‘99 & 
Tiffany McDermott
The Boston Foundation
The Honorable Philip ‘72 & 
Dorothy Brandt
April Brinkman ‘05
Lt. Colonel Harold  
Brown ‘84
Byrnes Keller Cromwell, LLP
Professor Steve Calandrillo 
& Chryssa Deliganis*
Scott Campbel
Craig ‘56 & Jean Campbell




Robert ‘72 & Joan Cathcart






Gerald ‘70 & Jeannie Coe
The Honoraible Bruce ‘61 & 
Karen Cohoe
Lisa & Bruce Corker*
Derek LL.M. ‘11 & Paige 
LL.M. ‘04 Crick
J. Richard ‘66 & Marcia 
Crockett***
The Honorable Ronald 
Culpepper ‘76
Harold Daniels
Anne ‘89 & J. Scott Denko
Julian ‘57 & Alice Dewell**
Ryan Dodge Jr. ‘95
Roxanne Eberle ‘09
Ernst & Young Foundation
Gordon ‘73 & Robin 
Ferguson
Ronald ‘71 & Carmella Franz
Frederick ‘65 & Carol 
Frederickson
Brian ‘04 & Jenna Free
Michael Freeman
Fremont Brewing Company
Richard Gans ‘88 & 
Jennifer Turner
GDG Consulting
Steven ‘07 & Emma Gillespie
Rebecca ‘02 & Kevin 
Glasgow
Graham & Dunn PC
Emily Greenberg
Andrew ‘04 & Hillary Greene
Marc Greenough ‘94
Carolyn & Gerald Grinstein
Victor ‘52 & Darlene 
Haglund
Gerald ‘61 & Michelle Hahn
Michael ‘72 & Virginia Hall




Earle Hereford Jr. ‘73 & 
Margaret Winsor
Hope Herron
Evy McElmeel ‘00 & Jan 
Hirschmann
Timothy ‘76 & Candyce 
Hogan
H. Scott ‘74 & Turie Holte
Holy Names Academy
Toshihiko Hosokawa ‘77
Gary ‘75 & Chris Huff
Sarah Hughes ‘74
Dennis Hutchinson
Gary Ikeda ‘76 & Karen 
Sakuma
Brian Ives LL.M. ‘02
Ross Jacobson ‘76




Brent ‘99 & Amy Jones
Kim & Pamela Kaiser
Tamara Kale ‘05
Roberta ‘80 & Charles 
Katz Jr.
Alan Ross ‘00 &  
Peggy Keene
Matthew ‘79 & Phyllis Knopp
John Knox ‘82 &  
DeeAnn Sisley*
Karen Kruse ‘90 &  
Bruce Cross*
Michael ‘81 & Karin Kuntz




Derek Loeser ‘94 & 
Katherine Van Kessel
Robert MacAulay ‘82 &  
Keri Ellison*
Charles Magnuson ‘55
Donald ‘68 & Brenda 
Mallett***
Paul LL.M. ‘87 & Amy 
Manierre
Julia Markley ‘99*




Wesley Morrison ‘89 & 
Kirsten Morrison Jr. ‘91
Peter Mostow & Leigh 
Hardiman
Kirk LL.M. ‘96 & Darcy 
Muzzy




Professor Kathleen O’Neill & 
David Laskin
John Osborn




Milbert ‘62 & Rachel Price
The Honorable Norman ‘58 
& Barbara Quinn
J. & Catherine Roach
Paul ‘72 & Nancy Roesch Jr.
Jill ‘98 & Craig Rowe
Daniel Satterberg ‘85 & 
Linda Norman ‘85
G. William Shaw ‘78 &  
The Honorable Laura 
Inveen ‘79
Grant ‘53 & Nancy Silvernale
J. ‘53 & Billy Smith
Laurel Smith ‘75
John Sondheim
Shannon ‘56 & Donna 
Stafford*
Michel Stern ‘60
Diane ‘76 & Larry Stokke
John Taggart ‘78
The Honorable Philip ‘76 & 
Darlene Talmadge
Michael Tardif ‘74
William ‘91 & Susan Taylor*
Selome Teshome
Richard Titus Jr. ‘78**
Russell ‘67 & Sara Tousley
Thanh ‘94 & Sammantha 
Tran
Hubert ‘66 & Margueriette 
Travaille
Richard Ullstrom ‘83
The Honorable Robert ‘54 & 
Elizabeth Utter
Dexter ‘60 & Virginia 
Washburn
WA Women Lawyers King 
County
Joseph ‘81 & Kathryn 
Weinstein
David ‘83 & Sharon West
Douglas ‘84 & Elizabeth 
Wheeler*
The Honorable Jay  
White ‘71
Wild Sky Law Group, PLLC
Marc Wilhelm ‘82**
Wilridge Winery







Danika Adams ‘07 & 
Matthew Litke
Aberra Adera
Ahlers & Cressman, PLLC
Douglas ‘73 & Jan Albright
Amy Alexander ‘11
Andrew Aley ‘08
The Honorable Lesley  
Allan ‘83
Report to donors*** INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE AT LEAST 20 YEARS OF CONSECUTIVE GIVING
74
Robert ‘97 & Paula Amkraut
Edwin ‘56 & Jeanne 
Anderson Jr.
Douglas Anderson ‘77 & 
Anne Noonan
Eric Anderson
Thomas ‘67 & Saloma-Lee 
Anderson
Yosuke ‘81 & Sakae Aoyagi
The Honorable Sharon 
Armstrong ‘74
Tyler Arnold ‘10






Stanley ‘75 & Susan Bakun






Kevin ‘90 & Melissa Bay
Louise Bea
The Honorable Mary  
Becker ‘82
John Bennett LL.M. ‘81
The Honorable Daniel 
Berschauer ‘72 & Phyllis 
Edwards***
Maria & Brett Bickerton
Robert Bilow ‘70 & Jeannine 
Mehrhoff








Robert Bowditch Jr. ‘67
Ellen Bowman
Jill Bowman ‘81
Mike & Susan Brandeberry
Donald Brazier Jr. ‘54*
Rear Admiral Herbert 
Bridge





The Honorable Mary ‘58 & 
Thomas Brucker*
Kim ‘78 & Bridget Buckley
Theresa Durkan ‘81 & 
Charles Burdell Jr. ***
Neil Buren ‘64
Ward ‘93 & Boni Buringrud*
Feliciana ‘78 & Professor 
Emeritus William Burke










John ‘69 & Susan Cary**








Howard ‘84 & Linda 
Coleman
Gary ‘75 & Ann Colley
Stacy Connole ‘02 & Sims 
Weymuller ‘02
Mark Conrad & Joyce  
Lin-Conrad
The Honorable Susan  
Cook ‘85
Jose-Angel Correa ‘85






Gary ‘65 & Marilyn 
Cunningham***




Abigail Daquiz ‘04 &  
James Babcock
Susan Shyne ‘85 &  
Kirk Dawson
Leon Dayan
Marco ‘89 & Ryangja  
de Sa e Silva
Amy De Santis ‘11
Megan Debell
Julius Debro & Darlene 
Conley
Anne Decker
Fredrick Diamondstone ‘76 
& Mary Monschein
Roy ‘02 & Truwyn Diaz
Charles ‘65 & Lorna Diesen
The Honorable Robert 
Doran
Diane & Daniel Dorsey
Captain George Dowd ‘58
Richard ‘76 & Lynn Du Bey
Wick ‘70 & Sheila Dufford
Vasiliki Dwyer
Molly ‘04 & Daniel Eckman
Kimberly & David Eckstein
Gregory Edmiston ‘87/LL.M. 
‘99 & Debra Leith ‘87
Malcolm Edwards ‘57
Eleanor Edwards-Holbrook ‘53
Hideo Egawa LL.M. ‘73
Susan ‘79 & Terry Egnor**
Eight Bells Winery
Suzanne Elliott
Howard ‘61 & Diane ‘61 
Engle Jr.***
Adam Engst ‘12
The Honorable Ellen ‘82 & 
Douglas Fair
Philip ‘49 & Lindy Faris
Harry Fay ‘70
James ‘60 & Ulla Feeley
Ian Fein
Mary Lou Fenili & Karen 
Hansen
Patricia Ferguson-Bohnee
William Ferron ‘81 & Amy 
Ferron Jr.
Matthew Fersch LL.M. ‘07
Deborah Dwyer ‘89 & 
Lawrence Field
Mikiyo & Professor Daniel 
Foote




Fred & Margaret Grimm 
Foundation
Everett Fruehling ‘91 & 
Lynne Thomas
Gammer Law Group PLLC
Courtney Garcia
Bruce ‘78 & Aphrodite 
Garrison
Gerard ‘83 & Jill Gasperini













Rita ‘84 & John Griffith
Frederick ‘81 & Margaret 
Grimm
Ramon ‘98 & Ann Gupta
Charles Gust ‘10 & Lisa 
Lewis
Janet Gwilym ‘12 & Bing 
Tso Jr.
Eun-Jung Ha LL.M. ‘11
Henry ‘62 & Catherine Haas
Joseph Haberzetle ‘99/
LL.M. ‘00 & Katherine 
Gardner
Garrett & Marcie Hall
David Hancock ‘09 
Keith Hand ‘00
Terence Hanley ‘57







Hendricks & Lewis, PLLC










Michael ‘59 & Anne Holmes
Lenny Hom
Jon ‘86 & Jane 
Hongladarom
David Huang LL.M. ‘71/
Ph.D. ‘75
Rex Huang ‘01
Charles ‘56 & Gerry Huppin
Mary Hurley
James ‘82 & Andrea Hurson
Caitlin Imaki ‘11
Intercommunity Peace & 
Justice Center
David Iseminger ‘09




The Honorable Charles 
Johnson ‘57*
Raymond Johnson ‘77



















The Honorable Larry ‘71 & 
Roberta Jordan
Henry Josefsberg ‘88
Robert Kaplan ‘69 & 
Professor Margaret Levi
Keith Law and Mediation
Adrienne Keith
Robert ‘64 & Mary Keolker*
H. Keppeler ‘66
Hana ‘92 & Michael Kern
Fikru Kifle
Janet Kim LL.M. ‘10
Nancy Kim ‘01
Sang-Won & Goom Kim
Roger ‘81 & Cynthia Kindley
David ‘71 & Karen King
Brent ‘93 & Peggy Kinkade*
Marie Kirk ‘81
The Honorable Andrew & 
Judith Kleinfeld
Mary ‘74 & Professor Alan 
Klockars**
Ari Kohn
The Honorable Ted ‘64 & 
Marian Kolbaba
Jeffrey ‘86 & Suzanne 
Koontz
Armand Kornfeld ‘87
Colette Kostelec ‘05 & 
Richard Talbot
Gerald Kovach LL.M. ‘73
Lisa Kremer ‘08
Martha Sandoval ‘07 & 
Robert Kristjanson




The Honorable Robert ‘78 & 
Seda Lasnik
Laurie Law
Shannon Lawless ‘10 & Paul 
Crisalli
Joseph ‘73 & Julie Lawrence
Llewellyn ‘07 & Brooke 
Lawson
Janet & David Leatherwood
Kris Lee ‘90/LL.M. ‘91
Serena Lee
Donna Leong ‘79 & Robin 
Uyeshiro*
Jeffrey ‘88 & Jennifer Letts
Sara Leverette ‘11
Julie ‘91 & David Lichte
Paula Littlewood ‘97*




Theodore ‘82 & Nirhmala 
Lucas
John Ludlow ‘76
Lisa Lui ‘03 & Charles 
Woods
Vivian Luna ‘77 & Caesar 
Pizano
Madison Court LLC







Terrence ‘72 & Connie 
McCauley
Kevin McClure ‘95
The Honorable LeRoy 
McCullough ‘75
The Honorable Larry 
McKeeman ‘76 & Cynthia 
Treharne
Jack ‘59 & Carolyn 
McMurchie**
Professor Jacqueline 
McMurtrie & William 
Gales
Michele McNeill ‘01




MFR Law Group LLC
John & Diane Michalik
Nancy Miller ‘76
The Honorable Richard ‘70 
& Janis Miller
Rodman Miller ‘50*
George & Nilmah Mills Jr.





The Honorable Stephen ‘77 
& Pam Moore
Morales Rodriguez PS
Jeff ‘67 & Julia Morris
Scott ‘97 & Jennifer Morris*
G. Rick ‘70 & Susan 
Morry***
Richard ‘61 & Mertie Muller*
Diane Murley
Amy Muth
Joseph Nagy ‘05/LL.M. ‘06
Thomas Nast ‘77
The Honorable Dorothy 
Nelson
Betty Ngan ‘82 & Tom 
Mailhot
Mark ‘84 & Mary Nielsen
Kelly ‘89 & Dermot Noonan
Jule ‘98 & Frederick 
Northup Sr.*
Nostrand, Ltd.
Robert ‘70 & Patricia 
Nostrand
Patricia Novotny ‘83
Stasiu ‘08 & Melissa Nowak
Greta Nuse
Robert Nylander ‘87 & 
Andrea Faste
Janet & Bruce O’Connor





Karl ‘86 & Melinda Oles
Randall Olsen ‘06
Olson & Olson, PLLC
Richard ‘66 & Carol Olson
Dylan Orr ‘09
Joni Ostergaard ‘80 & 
William Patton
Michael Overlake ‘08 & 
Rosemary Tyksinski
Sharlyne Palacio ‘77
James Palmer & Kathleen 
Wareham
Grace Pangilinan Powers ‘96
Michael & Janet Parks Sr.
Robert ‘72 & Senator Linda 
Parlette
Gavin Parr ‘00*
Linda Parrish ‘90 & 
Craighton Goeppele ‘91
Patrick ‘80 & Julie Paulich*











Pitman ‘85 & Victoria Potter
Vanessa Power ‘00
Arlene Price **
Llewelyn & Joan Pritchard
Gregory Provenzano ‘82
Daniel Quinn ‘82 & Mary 
Pinkel
James Ransom ‘81
Fred Rapaport ‘82 & 
Christine Sutton*
Timothy Redford ‘83**
Fredric ‘72 & Tana Reed*
Howard ‘61 & Lavonne 
Reser*
Geoffrey ‘72 & Teresa 
Revelle*




Sonia Rodriguez True ‘00 & 
Patrick True
Michael ‘86 & Susan Rogers
Martin ‘84 & Genevieve 
Rollins
Richard ‘68 & Shawn Roth
Linda Roubik ‘85***
E. Charles ‘69 & Susan Routh
Alan ‘81 & Suzanne Rubens*







Byron ‘53 & Dianne 
Samuelson Jr.





Betty ‘78 & Professor 
Lawrence Schall
Mark Scheibmeir ‘81 & 
Wendy Tripp ‘81
David ‘75 & Julie Schnapf
Patrick Schneider ‘81
Theresa Schrempp ‘78 & 
Richard Wonderly
Bruce ‘83 & Pamela 
Schroeder
Kenneth Schubert III ‘97 & 
Karen Foster-Schubert
Theodore Schultz ‘67***
Stephanie Searing ‘78 & 
Randall Barnard ‘78*
Barbara Selberg ‘87
Joan & David Selvig
Richard Settle ‘67
William Severson ‘74 & 
Meredith Lehr ‘81
Bradley ‘88 & Ann 
Shannon***
Richard ‘87 & Barbara 
Sharkey
Sharon A. Sakamoto, PLLC
David Shelton ‘70 & Frauke 
Rynd
Sheridan Ayala Law  
Office PC
Siovhan Sheridan ‘03
Report to donors*** INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE AT LEAST 20 YEARS OF CONSECUTIVE GIVING
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Rachel Sherman &  
David Zimmer
Michael Shinn ‘92 &  
Ellen Lairson
Neal ‘64 & Linda Shulman
Lila Silverstein ‘06 &  
Tom Wick
J. Ronald ‘68 & Barbara 
Sim**





Morris ‘78 & Cynde Sinor
Sisu Logging Company
Shannon Skinner ‘82 & 
Thomas Tanaka ‘82
Alan Smith & Barb 
Potashnick
Gerald Smith ‘70***
Martin Smith ‘81 & Cathy 
Jones-Smith
Terry ‘70 & Colleen Snow
Nancy Sorensen ‘74
Alan ‘96 & Kathryn Souders
Carole Souvenir ‘87 & 
Donald Hendrickson




The Honorable Robert ‘61 & 
Dolores Stead
Samson Stefanos
Craig ‘70 & Sheila Sternberg
The Honorable Waldo ‘49 & 
Norma Stone
Michele & Jack Storms
Paul Street ‘73*
Dorothy Streutker ‘82 & Ray 
Wichmann
Jack ‘65 & Peggy Strother
Emily Studebaker ‘01




Kevin ‘88 & Lynn Swan
Christopher Sweeney ‘04 & 
Brandon Loo
Kathy Swinehart
Catherine Szurek LL.M. ‘97
Zenebework Tefera & Girma 
Haile-Leul
Jeffrey & Alexandra Teper
Ezra Teshome
Toby Thaler ‘76 & Beckey 
Sukovaty
Kenneth Thiessen ‘78





Heather Tomsick LL.M. ‘04
Pamela Tonglao ‘99
Transforming Conflict, LLC
The Honorable Michael ‘79 
& Lois ‘80 Trickey
Patrick Trompeter ‘04
David ‘91 & Jill ‘92 Tsuchitori
Patrick ‘65 & Rebecca 
Turner*
United Way of Silicon Valley
The Honorable Frederick ‘68 
& Jane Van Sickle*
Bartlett Vandegrift ‘78 & 
Mauricia Vandergrift
James ‘71 & Rebecca Varnell
Professor Lea Vaughn & J. 
Dobel III***
Ronald Wagenaar ‘84*
Connie Wan ‘06 & Jeff Gu
John Ward ‘54




Carolanne & Eric Watness
John ‘73 & Mary Watts
Laurence ‘73 & Darlene 
Weatherly
Kenneth ‘84 & Ellen ‘85 
Weber
Yarden Weidenfeld ‘04
Steven ‘78 & Sharon 
Weinberg
Christian ‘01 & Kathryn 
Weinmann




Robert ‘52 & Cynthia 
Wetherholt
John Whalen LL.M. ‘06
Dwight Wheaton II ‘97
Paul ‘67 & Kathryn Whelan
Edward ‘76 & Margaret 
White
Carolina ‘99 & Robert 
Widrow
Patrick Willison LL.M. ‘90
Bruce ‘84 & Janet Winchell
Barry Wolf ‘72
Patsy Wosepka &  
Shashi Karan
Motohiro Yamane LL.M. ‘07 
& Ju Ha
Scott Yasui ‘90
John Zahner ‘94 &  
Alison Yearsley
Jeannette Yim & Eli Lim
President Michael &  
Marti Young








Douglas ‘79 & Linda Ahrens
Perveen Ali ‘04
Joan Altman ‘12




Charlotte ‘10 & Ibn Archer
Dean Sandra Archibald & 
Chester McCorkle
Tina Aure







Jennifer ‘88 & John Beard
James & Ruth Beardsley
Julian Beattie ‘12
Colin & Lesa Beck
Kelsey Beckner ‘09
Marisa Bender ‘06
Alan Berg LL.M. ‘75
Matthew Berry
Sarah Bird ‘05 & Eric 
McMillan








Nancy Buonanno Grennan ‘97
Ian Butler-Hall &  
Heather Crane
Hugh Cain ‘82 & Anne Clark
Kelly Canary ‘07
Diane Canate
Rebecca Carlson ‘10/ 
LL.M. ‘10





Alexander Chan ‘08/LL.M. ‘11 
Gregory Chiarella ‘12
Robert & Barbara 
Christenson
James Cissell ‘87 & Linda 
Johnson
John Clynch ‘88/LL.M. ‘08 & 
Michael Spencer
Richard ‘71 & Jane Cohen**
Duncan Connelly ‘10/ 
LL.M. ‘10
Julia Conway ‘12






Janis ‘76 & John 
Cunningham











Michel ‘60 & Bobbie Stern
Rodrick Dembowski ‘01
Laura Gerber ‘03 & Michael 
Denlinger
Todd Devallance LL.M. ‘08
Elizabeth Devleming ‘12





David ‘55 & Nancy Dorsey
Michael Drummond ‘12
Kay D’Souza ‘12
Miss Duangmanee LL.M. ‘11
Barbara Dunham
Susan & Patrick Dunn
Darcie ‘04 & Yosef Durr
Louis Edelman ‘12
Amy Edwards ‘01
Constance Ellingson ‘76 & 
Roger Cohen
























Jay Farrell LL.M. ‘07
Raymond Farrow ‘01
Neil Fauerso ‘12 & Melanie 
Sharpe
Alicia Feichtmeir ‘09
Aimee Sutton ‘03 &  
Evan Fein
Keely & Michael Felton
Joshua Field ‘06
Lisa Findlay LL.M. ‘08
Aydin Firuz
Scott ‘07 & Maryanne 
Fitzgerald
Stacey Fitzpatrick ‘01 & 
Benton Gaffney ‘01
Christie Fix ‘08
Steven ‘90 & Louise Forrest*
Richard Forsell ‘80**
Mariko Foster
Robert ‘68 & Alice Frewing




Douglas Batey ‘80 & Marian 
Gaynor





Douglas Gleason LL.M. ‘06





David ‘58 & Carolyn 
Gossard Jr.
Kyle Gotchy ‘10
Michael Gotham ‘93 & 
Kenneth Wingard
David ‘69 & Janice Gould
Fred Green ‘91
Heather Griffith
Anita Grinich LL.M. ‘96
Don Gulliford ‘68 &  
Sharon Setzler
Debra Guss ‘91 &  
Stephen Angle
Donald ‘63 & Mary Hale
Herbert Hamada ‘74




Stephen ‘73 & Lynn Hazard




Lara Hemingway ’00  
LL.M. ‘01
Sharma Hendel
Daniel ‘83 & Susan 
Hendrickson
Katherine Herche ‘10
Nicholas Hesterberg ‘09 & 
Maria Forero
Leigh-Ann Higashi
The Honorable Stephen 
Hillman ‘75
Alicia Hoffer ‘12/LL.M. ‘12 & 
Brent Eyler
Lorelei Hoffman




Richard ‘58 & Gerene Holt
Jennifer Howard





Jenna ‘12 & David Ichikawa
Lori Irwin ‘83
Ian Ith ‘12
John ‘62 & Marli Iverson***
Janet ‘03 & Professor 
Andrew Jacobs




Steven Johnson Jr. ‘09
Bertil ‘63 & Nancy Johnson
Frances & William Johnson
Lawrence Johnson ‘76





Bruce ‘79 & Colett Judd*
John ‘89 & Christine Juhl
Tyson ‘06 & Joan Kade
Mudit Kakar ‘11
Andreas ‘99 & Professor 
Sarah ‘03 Kaltsounis
Takashi Kamiya LL.M. ‘86
Amy Kauppila ‘08
Report to donors















Kalpana Kotagal &  
Wyatt King
Sarah Kriss LL.M. ‘10





Christy & James Leith
Tessa Lemos Del Pino ‘97
Tal Lev
Rebecca Levine ‘12
The Honorable Roger  
Lewis ‘54
Ann Liburd ‘76
Megan ‘07 & Jeremy Lim













Janet ‘90 & Tim May*
Meghan McCabe




The Honorable Richard ‘73 
& Susan McDermott Jr.
Ashley Mcdonald ‘12




Harry ‘77 & Marjolein 
McLachlin*
Jo McLaughlin Flannery ‘96
Corinna McMackin ‘08






Deane ‘82 & Leslie Minor
Jeffrey Mirsepasy LL.M. ‘88
Kristen Mitchell ‘01
John Mooring ‘75





Ann & John Nez










Cherise Oram LL.M. ‘98
Allan Overland ‘51
Thomas Owens ‘94
Glen ‘97 & Madelyn Pascual*
Patrick Dunn and  
Associates, LTD
David ‘69 & Debra Pearson




Pinkelmann Jr. LL.M. ‘78
Joshua Piper ‘06
Alyssa Pomponio
Sidney Snyder Jr. ‘78 & 
Robin Powell
Richard ‘67 & Rosemary Price
Joseph Probst ‘12
The Honorable Justin 
Quackenbush
R. M. Holt, Inc. P.S.
Camille ‘81 & Charles 
Ralston





Joseph ‘04 & Lisa Rehberger
Milton ‘07 & Tara Reimers III
78
In honor of Rob Aronson
In memory of Ben Athay ‘07
In honor of Stan Barer
In honor of Christopher R. Carney ‘00
In honor of Signe Dortch ‘99
In honor of William Dwyer ‘52
In honor of Adam Engst ‘12
In memory of Joan Fitzpatrick
In memory of Robert L. Flectcher
In memory of Albert M. Franco ‘39
In honor of William H. Gates, Sr. ‘50
In honor of Professor John Haley ‘71
In honor of Karama H. Hawkins ‘07
In memory of The Honorable Betty ‘48  
and William Howard, Jr. ‘47
In memory of Juan Gabriel Ibarra ‘99
In honor of Stewart Jay
In memory of Ralph Johnson
In memory of Professor Richard O. Kummert
In memory of Norm Maleng Class 1966
In honor of Jen Marlow ‘10 and Jeni Barcelos ‘10
In honor of Jacqueline McMurtie
In honor of Paul Miller
In memory of Billy Morgan
In memory of Richard P. Olsen
In honor of Professor Rafael Pardo
In memory of Stanley M. Samuels
In memory of Anthony Savage
In honor of David Seber
In memory of Alena Suazo
In honor of Christopher Sweeney
In honor of Dean Kellye Testy





During 2011 - 12 the 
School of Law received 
gifts in honor of and in 
memory of the following 
individuals.
Eric & Jody Rhoades
Richard B. Price, P.S.

















Lori & Jeffrey Schell
Jeffrey Schick ‘01
Andrea Schmitt ‘07
The Honorable Jack ‘48 & 
Lucille Scholfield
Susan & Alan Schulkin
Sehome High School
Laurence Severance ‘80
Linda Sferra ‘95 &  
Forrest Miller
Cynthia Shaw ‘84







Andrew ‘92 & Virginia ‘92 
Shogren
Clarence ‘57 & Jean Shuh
Raymond ‘53 & Rosemary 
Siderius Jr.
Kyle Silk-Eglit ‘10 &  
Kathryn Silk
Shirli Simmons
Lindsey Simon LL.M. ‘10














Shara Svendsen ‘06 & 
Alejandro Cumplido
Mary Swift ‘12




Martin Thompson LL.M. ‘09
Bart Tomerlin LL.M. ‘06
Lori Tonnes-Priddy
Michael ‘93 & Lori Trevino









Darryl ‘82 & Jann Vhugen
Wilton ‘73 & Micki Vialln III
Anne Vithayathil ‘09
Professor Edward & Patricia 
Wagner
Rodney ‘70 & Nina 
Waldbaum*




Michael & Martha Welch
Ronald Weston ‘85
Douglas ‘72 & Janet 
Whalley**
Stephen White LL.M. ‘87
William Wiebe ‘89





Christopher ‘96 & April 
Wright
Hania Younis ‘09




















Learn more about the Challenge at law.washington.edu/lfac
The Law Firm Annual Challenge serves as the foundation for an organized and mutually beneficial partnership to 
sustain and grow the UW School of Law for the betterment of the legal community and beyond. Special thanks to all 
the Law Firm Annual Challenge representatives for their hard work and support:
The sixth year of the Law Firm Annual Challenge saw tremendous support and alumni involvement. 
Alumni participation grew to 60% at participating firms and organizations.
Special thanks to alumni who made matching chal-
lenges as part of the law Firm Annual Challenge: 
Bruce Robertson ’77, Garvey Schubert Barer
Greg Gorder ‘85, Intellectual Ventures
C. Kent Carlson ‘67, K&L Gates
Rick Dodd ‘70, K&L Gates
Wayne Gittinger ’57, Lane Powell
Tom Collins ’68, anderson hunter law Firm
Judy Bendich ‘75, Bendich, Stobaugh & Strong
Bill leedom ’72, Bennet Bigelow & leedom
Jerry Nagae ’78 and Everett Fruehling ’91, christensen 
o’connor Johnson Kindness Pllc
Sabina Shapiro ’02, Foster Pepper Pllc
Bruce Robertson ’77, and Ken Schubert ’64,  
garvey Schubert Barer
Nick Drader ‘00 and zach Hiatt ‘06, graham & dunn Pc
Greg Gorder ‘85, lonnie Rosenwald ‘94, and Roy Diaz ‘02, 
intellectual Ventures
Jim Danielson ’71, Jeffers, danielson, Sonn & aylward PS 
Kent Carlson ‘67 and Rick Dodd ’70, K & l gates
Diana Carey ‘86, Karr, tuttle, campbell
Derek loeser ’94, Keller rohrback
Wayne Gittinger ’57 and Tim DeFors ‘09, lane Powell, Pc
Guy Towle ‘77, miller nash llP
Shan Mullin ’58, Chuck Blumenfeld ‘69, Mike Hoge ’75, Heidi 
Sachs ‘81, Martha Sandoval ‘07, Ben Golden ‘11, Perkins coie llP
Mike Wampold ’96 and Felix Gavi luna ‘97, Peterson wampold 
rosato luna Knopp
Bruce Borrus ’81, riddell williams P.S.
Kevin Bay ‘90, ryan, Swanson & cleveland, Pllc
Geoffrey Revelle ‘72 and Skylee Robinson ‘09, Stoel rives llP
Arley Harrel ‘73, williams, Kastner, Pllc
Paul vercruyssen ‘11, wilson Sonsini goodrich & rosati
In addition to alumni support, the law Firm Annual 
Challenge received contributions for special projects 
or matching funds from the following groups:
LAW FIRM ANNUAL CHALLENGE
Report to donors
Top Finishers
GROUP 1 (30+ ALUMNI)   
PERKINS COIE LLP  80%  
FOSTER PEPPER  64%  
GROUP 2 (11 - 29 ALUMNI)   
STOEL RIVES LLP  95%  
GRAHAM & DUNN 92%  
GROUP 3 (10 OR FEWER ALUMNI)   
INTELLECTUAL VENTURES 100%
PETERSON WAMPOLD  
ROSATO LUNA KNOPP 100%
Growth of the law Firm Annual Challenge 
SuPPORT THROuGH lFAC HAS TRIPlED SINCE YEAR 1

































WaShinGton laW School foundation














assistant dean,  
uw School of law
laW School alumni aSSociation BoaRd of diRectoRS
July 1, 2011-June 30, 2012
DIRECTORS
The Honorable Gerry 
Alexander ‘64








Paine, hamblen, coffin, 
Brooke & miller llP
Robert Flennaugh ‘96




associate dean, Senior law 
lecturer
uw School of law
Beverly Sanders
director of alumni 
relations
uw School of law
Kellye Y. Testy
dean, uw School of law 
and James w. mifflin 
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Leaders  for the GLobaL 
Common Good 
work at the highest level of professional competency 
in all areas of law, business, and public policy. they 
not only do things right; they do the right thing. 
these leaders use the privilege of their education and 
position to solve our world’s complex problems and 
further peace, justice, and prosperity for its people.
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UW School of law Commencement
Join us on LinkedIn (search for  
University of Washington School of Law),  
Facebook (UW School of Law) and  
Twitter (@UWSchoolofLaw).
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